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ABSTRACT
Low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses are of tremendous interest for high temperature
electronics primarily due to their superior high temperature dielectric properties and
extraordinary energy densities. Therefore, evaluating factors causing electrical
conduction in these materials is of great importance since it has direct correlation with the
device reliability and performance. This research focuses on understanding dynamics of
space charge polarization and mechanisms controlling electrical conduction in these
glasses. Both DC and AC characterization techniques were developed to elucidate
electronic and ionic conduction mechanisms under a variety of temperatures, electric
field and frequency conditions. Ionic conduction and space charge polarization have been
studied in low alkali glasses as a function of electric field and temperature by thermally
stimulated depolarization and low frequency impedance spectroscopy. Moreover, due to
the low alkali content in these glasses, it was possible to study the transport properties of
alkaline earth ions in multicomponent silicate glasses. It was observed that the potential
energy barrier height for ionic hopping was reduced at high electric field. Impedance
spectroscopy and second harmonic generation microscopy techniques were applied to
determine the thickness and electric field distribution across the cation depleted layer that
was generated during the thermoelectric poling. Both of these measurements show that
the depletion layer thickness depends on the poling conditions and the intrinsic
breakdown strength of the material. In addition, a relationship between the charge and
electric field distribution in the depletion layer was determined for a number of glasses
with different alkali content. The high breakdown strength of these glasses facilitated the
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study of electronic conduction under fields greater than 108 V/m. Conduction under these
high fields was investigated using high field thermally stimulated depolarization current
measurements. The electrons participating in the high field conduction were generated in
the depletion layer through Poole-Frenkel emission. This involves field-enhanced
excitation of electrons from the trapped states to the conduction band of the glass. It is
suggested that high field intrinsic breakdown in thin alkali free boroaluminosilicate
glasses may occur when the conduction band gets populated by electrons emitted through
Poole-Frenkel emission. Consequently breakdown can occur through an avalanche effect.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. CAPACITOR FUNDAMENTALS
Capacitor is an electronic component that consists of a dielectric material
sandwiched between two metal electrodes. Its primary purpose is to store energy and then
slowly release it under controlled conditions. They can be classified based on their design
as wound or stacked capacitors or based on their application as pulsed power and power
electronic capacitors. Stacked capacitors usually have superior equivalent series
resistance (ESR) as compared to wound ones whereas the latter has lower chances of
failure and hence higher reliability over stacked capacitors. Capacitors for power
electronic circuits generally operate under very harsh conditions, with higher voltage
requirements and very demanding reliability requirements. Pulsed power capacitors have
lower duty cycles than power electronic capacitors and more emphasis is placed on
storing large amounts of energy in a small volume. A parallel plate capacitor with a
dielectric of area A, thickness d and permittivity εr will have a capacitance (C) given as,

C=

! 0!r A
d

(1.1)

Where, εo is the free space permittivity. Volumetric efficiency and volumetric
energy density are two figures of merit used to describe a capacitor. The capacitor
volumetric efficiency (Cvol) is a useful parameter for circuit and system designers and can
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be related to the capacitor dimension (dielectric layer thickness d) and dielectric
properties by the following equation:
Cvol = εoεr/ d2

(1.2)

The main drawback with quantifying capacitor performance in terms of
volumetric efficiency is that the operating voltage is not taken into account. Besides, to
ensure performance reliability under higher operating voltages if the dielectric thickness
is increased, the volumetric efficiency decreases. Therefore, volumetric energy density is
most commonly used figure of merit for high-energy power electronic applications. The
capacitor volumetric efficiency (Cvol) can be related to energy density (Uvol) as follows:
Cvol = 2(Uvol)/V2 F/m3

(1.3)

Uvol = εoεrEb2/2 J/m3

(1.4)

where, Eb is dielectric breakdown strength, and V is operating voltage. Thus, we
see that energy density has a square dependence on dielectric breakdown strength and a
linear dependence on dielectric constant. Consequently, the problem of finding a
dielectric material for high-energy capacitor application boils down to developing a
material with phenomenal dielectric breakdown strength under the operating conditions.

1.2. TRENDS IN ADVANCED DIELECTRIC MATERIALS FOR HIGH ENERGY CAPACITORS
Conventional batteries and fuel cells are other examples of energy storage
devices, which deliver much higher specific energy densities as compared to
conventional capacitors as shown in the Ragone plot in Figure 1-1. Capacitors though
exhibit much higher power densities that make them attractive for pulsed power
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applications. With the recent advancements in avionics, aerospace and high performance
power conditioning and power corrections systems used in hybrid vehicles, radar guns
and heart defibrillators, requires capacitors that can operate reliably at elevated
temperatures. Additionally, future users of advanced power sources would need
capacitors with energy densities and power densities ten to hundred times more than that
offered by the conventional capacitors today. Also due to the adverse conditions in which
these capacitors have to operate, they must exhibit reliable performance characteristics
and fail more gracefully and predictably.

Figure 1-1: Ragone plot for various energy storage technologies [1].

Generally dielectrics available for high temperature electronics can be categorized
as polymer film, Al electrolytic and ceramic types. A fourth category of electrochemical
capacitors are also new and emerging technology for high temperature electronics but the
dielectric loss at high frequency, cost and long-term aging need to be evaluated for
further consideration. Figure 1-2 shows a survey of energy density, dielectric constant
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and dielectric breakdown strength of various dielectrics commercially used for power
electronic applications. It can be noticed that the dielectrics with highest dielectric
constants (and lowest bandgap) have lower breakdown strengths whereas the dielectrics
with the highest breakdown strengths have the lowest dielectric constants. Therefore, the
final dielectric material selection always depends on the energy density, power density,
operation temperature and voltage, cost and failure tolerance desired for an application.

Figure 1-2: Energy density comparison for dielectric materials and capacitors. 1) biaxially oriented
polypropylene [2], 2) modified poly(vinylidene fluoride) polymer [3], 3) titanium oxide dielectric
[4], 4) Antiferroelectric/ ferroelectric phase switch ceramic [5], 5) polypropylene film capacitor for
pulsed power [6], 6) PVDF film capacitor for pulsed power [7] , 7 and 8) ceramic capacitors for
pulsed power [8] 9) Commercial polymer film power capacitor [9] 10) Commercial multilayer
ceramic capacitor [10], 11) commercial high temperature film capacitor (125°C operation) [11], 12)
commercial high temperature ceramic capacitor (200°C operation) [12].

Multilayer ceramic capacitors

(MLCCs) have moderate energy densities, high

power densities, the potential to operate at temperatures greater than 300°C and meet a
majority of specifications for power electronic converters. However, low reliability and
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lower voltage of operation is a primary impediment to their use in high energy and high
temperature capacitor technologies. Similarly, Al electrolytic capacitors provide
moderate energy and power densities but exhibit high dielectric leakage and performance
instability at temperatures greater than 100 °C. They are polarity dependent and therefore
primarily used only for DC circuits. Polymer film capacitors however exhibits
capacitance stability over a wide range of frequencies, insensitivity to temperature, have
high repetition rates and low dissipation factor. The popular polymer films used are
polystyrene, polypropylene, polyester and polycarbonate. Metallized polymer film
capacitors also exhibits self-healing behavior, can be manufactured in thin films with
very low defects and therefore are the dielectric of choice for power electronic
applications. They have excellent reliability and stability in performance up to 85°C, but
start degrading above 105°C. As discussed earlier, in the future, power electronic
capacitors will be required to operate at high temperatures approaching 140°C, therefore
there is a pressing need to look for an alternative high temperature dielectric to replace
low temperature polymers in many applications. Table 1-1 summarizes the characteristics
of some other high temperature polymer dielectrics, which can be candidate dielectrics
for high temperature electronics. Of all the polymer dielectrics listed in the table,
Polyphenylene Sulphide (PPS) is the only dielectric that exhibits low dielectric loss but
still has a low permittivity that could trade off its specific energy density. Meanwhile, the
glass research group at Penn State has demonstrated that low alkali containing
boroaluminosilicate glasses can exhibit very low dielectric losses (<0.1% at 200°C),
exceptionally high dielectric breakdown strength and consequently volumetric energy
densities greater than 30 J/cm3 [13,14,15]. For the low alkali glass discussed by Lee [13],
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permittivity εr =6.2 and Eb= 12 MV/cm, which gives Uvol= 39.5 J/cm3 as per Equation
1.4. Moreover these dielectrics demonstrate stability in capacitance and reliability in
performance up to 200°C that makes them qualified material for high temperature
capacitor applications. A review of the temperature and voltage capabilities of low alkali
glasses in comparison to the other available dielectrics is provided in Table 1-2. With the
high energy densities that low alkali glasses can provide, it is envisioned that it would
push the limits of conventional capacitors to the Ultracapacitor region as shown in the
Ragone plot as shown in in Figure 1-1.
Table 1-1: Characteristics of high temperature polymer dielectrics [11].

Dielectric
Constant
(1KHz)
Dissipation
Factor in %
(1KHz)
Breakdown
Strength
(KV/mil)
Maximum
Temperature
(°C)
Available
Thickness(µ
m)

Polycarbonate

Polyethylen
e Napthalate

Polyphenylen
e Sulphide

Polyimid
e

Polytetrafluoro
-ethylene

3

3.2

3.1

3.3

2

0.1

0.5

0.06

0.2

0.01

9

12

10

10.5

4.2

125

135

150

>300

260

2-20

2-20

2-20

>50

9-20
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Table 1-2: Comparison of voltage and temperature capabilities across various energy storage
technologies.

Electric Field (108
Type

Temperature (°C)

Voltage (V)
V/m)

Polypropylene[16]
Ceramic Capacitor[17]
Al Electrolytic[17]
Low Alkali Glass[13]

85

>10,000

~10

300

3000

0.5-1

100

600

1-10

200

>10,000

>10

1.3. GLASS AS A DIELECTRIC FOR POWER ELECTRONIC CAPACITORS
As a matter of fact, glasses are not a new candidate material for capacitors. A
Dutch scientist named Pieter Van Musschenbroek demonstrated the first capacitor in
1745. He used glass as a dielectric to store charge, which then later became popular as the
Leyden Jar. Glass is still a popular dielectric of choice for space applications due to their
high reliability. Therefore, glass dielectrics with its high energy density, charge-discharge
efficiency, ultra flat surfaces, lighter weight and excellent performance in terms of
projected capacitor life at temperatures up to 200°C can be an appropriate substitute for
polymer film dielectrics. They also exhibit self-healing behavior like their polymer films.
Self-healing or graceful failure in these glasses was reported by Lee [13] where he
demonstrated that in the event of a local failure in a glass capacitor, the electrode recedes
from the defect site. In the process the capacitor still remains functional with only a slight
decrease in the overall capacitance. Moreover, the high thermal conductivity of low alkali
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glasses would eliminate the need of expensive coolant systems for high temperature
applications.
Due to a strong demand from the flat panel display industry and the recent interest
in flexible displays, a large investment has been made in the development of new thin
glass fabrication methods. Therefore, it is now possible to make thin and flexible (Figure
1-3) boroaluminosilicate glasses with very low alkali (ppm level) in a roll-to-roll process.
These commercially made glasses have extremely low defect densities and a pristine
surfaces with roughness approaching 0.2 nm. The low defect density improves both
mechanical and dielectric properties of these glasses. As a result, it is now possible to
make coiled glass capacitor on a large commercial scale in a similar manner like polymer
film capacitors making it a practicable alternative to polymeric dielectric.

Figure 1-3: Flexible thin glass.

The glasses used for the current study were obtained from Schott Glass
(Germany), Nippon Electric Glass (Japan) and Corning Incorporated commercially
known as AF45, OA10G and EagleX respectively. The glass compositions are provided in
Table 1-3. Both these glasses are low alkali (<500 ppm) alkaline earth containing
boroaluminosilicate glasses.
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Table 1-3 Low alkali boroaluminosilicate glass compositions used for this study.

Mole%

SiO2 B2O3

AF4518

63.6

15.0

9.1

-

-

OA10G18

66.7

9.2

10.7

0.5

9.6

3.0

0.2

-

0.101

0.018

11.39

15.2

0.91

3.26

-

-

-

-

-

Eagle XG 72.5

Al2O3 MgO CaO

SrO

BaO As2O3

0.163 11.9

0.33

SnO2

Na2O

0.0007 0.074

1.4. MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH GOAL
There is substantial evidence that low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses are
promising dielectrics for electronic displays and high temperature electronics. There are
also many other new and emerging technologies that make use of the surface of these
glasses modified by electrical and thermal treatments. Altogether for a predictable and
reliable performance, it is critical to have a fundamental understanding of the electrical
performance in these glasses under the device operating conditions.
This thesis will therefore investigate factors controlling both ionic and electronic
conduction in low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses over a wide range of operating
electric field, temperatures and frequencies. Since the energy densities of these glasses
remains a significant figure of merit, it is crucial to understand high electric field
breakdown phenomenon in these materials and therefore will remain the quintessence of
this work. Although electrical conduction has been extensively studied in silicate glasses,
the following section summarizes some areas where significant research work still needs
to be conducted and thus establishes the scope of this research work.
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1.5. PROBLEM STATEMENT
1. Electrical conduction has been thoroughly studied in high alkali containing
glasses through thermoelectric poling processes where the glass is exposed to the
combined action of electric field and temperature [19,20,21,22,23,24,25]. Electrical
characterization tools have been routinely used to study alkali ion transport and hence
their contribution to electrical conduction in silicate glasses under lower electric fields
and high temperatures [26,27,28]. Electrical conduction in alkaline earth ion containing
glasses has also been studied using the various AC and DC characterization techniques.
However, no attempt has been made to study the transport properties of alkaline earth
ions and their contribution to electrical conduction in silicate glasses. For the most part
this is due to the overwhelming effect of alkali ions on total electrical conduction, which
masks the contribution of alkaline earth ions on electrical conduction [29,30,31,32]. So
far, DMTA and tracer diffusion studies are the only explored techniques to study
transport kinetics of divalent cations. This however does not provide much information
about the ion transport properties under more aggressive test conditions to which these
dielectrics will be exposed when used in application. Since alkaline earth ions push the
permittivity of silicate glasses to higher values and decrease the coefficient of thermal
expansion, they are indispensable additives for low alkali display glasses. Therefore there
is a need for designing experiments to study high electric field ion transport properties of
alkaline earth ion independent of alkali ions in multicomponent glasses.
2. The characteristics of the cation depleted layer formed during poling of an
alkali-silicate glasses are commonly studied using ion mass spectroscopy techniques. Due
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to the high alkali content the depletion region is usually only few nanometers thick
[33,34] which makes it difficult to study the depletion layer thickness using non-linear
optical techniques, which are otherwise very routinely used in fused silica for similar
studies. Consequently, no report has been made yet to estimate internal electric field
distribution in the depletion region of a poled multicomponent silicate glass. Although
theoretical models are available regarding the field distribution in the depletion layer
[35,36], no quantitative measurement has been made to validate it.

Estimation of

accurate electric fields would be critical in understanding the nature of conduction in
many multicomponent glasses. Moreover, the formation of alkali-depleted layer
significantly alters the nature of the glass surface. A holistic knowledge of the state of
polarization and charge distribution in these depleted layers is critical especially where
the glass is used in combination with other materials (such as polymers) for electronic
applications.
3. Ionic conduction in borosilicate glasses has also been thoroughly studied and
reported in literature unlike electronic conduction. This is primarily due to the
unavailability of such glasses that can withstand high enough electric fields where
electron/hole injection takes place. The cross over from ionic to electronic conduction as
thickness varies remains largely unresolved and necessitates additional studies for further
clarification. So far there is a complete understanding of high temperature, moderate to
low electric field (<108 V/m) conduction in both thin and bulk borosilicate glasses. Much
investigation is still required for understanding low temperature, high electric field (>109
V/m) electronic conduction in borosilicate glasses. This will provide indispensable
insight into identifying the intrinsic breakdown mechanism in these glass dielectrics.
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1.6. ORGANIZATION OF THESIS AND APPROACH
In this work, very thin alkali free glass samples were used to facilitate the
electrical measurements; i.e., high poling fields could be applied to thin samples, since
the dielectric breakdown strength is inversely proportional to glass thickness. Moreover,
higher capacitance values of the thin cation-depleted layer formed during thermoelectric
poling allowed for accurate low frequency measurements of the AC impedance.
In Chapter 2 thermally stimulated depolarization current (TSDC) and low
frequency AC measurements provide us information about both long-range and localized
transport of ions through hopping. Both of these techniques together would help in
understanding factors leading to dielectric losses and leakage current in these glass
dielectrics. These techniques have also been used to measure activation energy and
mobilities for transport of both alkali and alkaline earth ions in the silicate network.
These ideas were presented in direct correlation with the glass network structure. Since
we are using an extremely low alkali containing glass, it was possible for us to separate
the contribution of alkali and alkaline earth towards total electrical conduction. It is also
crucial to mention here that the electrodes used for this study were blocking in nature
therefore ruling out conduction due to diffusion of H+ or OH- from the atmosphere in to
the glass.
In Chapter 3 low alkali content of the glass facilitated a depletion layer that is
sufficiently thick (in microns unlike in nanometers for high alkali glasses) to be studied
by non-linear optics. This helped in the measurement of electric field distribution and the
magnitude of maximum electric field within the depletion layer. The field distribution
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and depletion layer measurement were further validated using Poisson’s equation and
impedance spectroscopy (IS) respectively. This model was also extended to study
depletion layer characteristics in other high alkali containing glasses as well as for fused
silica. The magnitude of the maximum electric field in the depletion layer is crucial in
understanding the nature of conduction leading to dielectric breakdown in any material.
IS has also been used as an alternative technique to measure hopping activation energies
of alkali and alkaline earth ions in the boroaluminosilicate glass.
The principal motivation for Chapter 4 was to identify factors leading to
electronic conduction and consequently intrinsic breakdown in thin boroaluminosilicate
glasses. A brief discussion on the electronic states of silicate glasses is included. This
chapter also involves discussion on various electron emission processes in the bulk of the
silicate glasses and criterion for charge injection at the metal-glass interface. Finally high
field TSDC measurements have been used to explain high field electronic conduction in
these glasses.
Chapter 5 discusses short and long term electrical degradation in low alkali
glasses. In this chapter a theoretical illustration backed by experimental results is
presented explaining potential intrinsic breakdown mechanism in the low alkali
boroaluminosilicate glass used for this study. Since the glasses used in this study have
dielectric breakdown strength greater than 109 V/m, it was possible to study high electric
field electronic conduction in these dielectrics. This chapter also briefly discusses highly
accelerated lifetime measurements on the samples to assess the impact of temperature and
electric field on long-term device stability and reliability.
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By the end of this thesis we aim to establish a strong insight to identify factors
responsible for causing both ionic and electronic conduction over a wide range of
operating temperature and electric field.

1.7. POLARIZATION IN DIELECTRICS
The concept of thermoelectric poling has been extensively used throughout this
work to study ion and electron transport in glasses. This calls for a brief introduction to
the nature of polarization set up in the glass due to the thermoelectric poling treatment.
When a solid dielectric material is exposed to electric field it is subjected to undergo
polarization either due to charge transport inside the material or due to charge injection in
to the dielectric at one of the electrode-dielectric interfaces. Generally this polarization
can be categorized as the following,
1. Electronic Polarization – This kind of polarization is usually observed in covalent
solids. When an electric field is applied, the negative charge distribution or the
electron cloud associated with the covalent bond gets shifted with respect to the
positive charges thus resulting in a net dipole moment and polarization in the
sample. This type of polarization results in larger dielectric constants in covalent
crystals and is usually observed at frequencies above 1016 Hz as shown in Figure
1-4.
2. Ionic Polarization – This type of polarization is usually observed in ionic crystals
such as NaCl, LiBr, oxide glasses etc. In the absence of an electric field the Na+
and Cl+ ions are arranged in such a manner in the lattice so that the net dipole
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moment is zero. However, upon application of an external electric field E, the Na+
ions are pushed in the direction of application of field and Cl- ions in the opposite
direction. This displaces the ions from the equilibrium lattice position resulting in
a net dipole moment and thus ionic polarization in the sample. Ionic polarization
is usually observed at frequencies of 1012 Hz. Large ions such as Ba when present
in the glass significantly increases its dielectric permittivity and refractive index
as compared to fused silica. This is primarily due to the large ionic polarizability
of Ba2+ ions as compared to Si4+ ion in [37]. In general, this also explains the
higher permittivity of the low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses used in the
current study as compared to polymer dielectrics.
3. Dipolar (Orientational) Polarization – This type of polarization is usually
observed in polar molecules such as HCL that have a permanent dipole moment p.
In the absence of the electric field the molecules are arranged randomly resulting
in a net dipole moment zero. However, upon application of electric field E, the
dipoles align themselves in the direction of the field and therefore give rise a net
non-zero dipole moment and polarization in the same. Dipolar polarization is
usually observed at frequencies of 104 Hz.
4. Interfacial (Space Charge) Polarization – This type of polarization is usually
observed at interfaces such as grain boundaries, interface boundaries, electrodeinsulator contact surfaces etc. A simple example of interfacial polarization is
space charge polarization that causes accumulation of charges in the insulator at
the metal-insulator interface. An insulator may contain various mobile carriers
such as electrons, holes, ionized ions such as H+, Li+, OH- etc. where the cations
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are more mobile than the anions. In the presence of an electric field positive ions
such as Li+ can move towards the cathode and get accumulated there. Assuming
the electrodes are blocking in nature a positive space charge is induced near the
cathode. Similarly, cation migration away from the anode leaves behind a
negative space charge in the insulator next to the anode. Due to the charge motion
involved in this kind of polarization their response time is higher and are typically
observed at frequencies of 1 Hz. This type of polarization is very common in
glass dielectrics containing ionic impurities such as Na+, H+ and therefore would
be the primary interest for this work.

Figure 1-4: Frequency response for various polarization types in solid dielectrics. [38]
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CHAPTER 2: DETERMINATION

OF ACTIVATION ENERGIES FOR
CONDUCTION IN ALKALI FREE BOROALUMINOSILICATE GLASSES

IONIC

2.1. INTRODUCTION
Alkali free alkaline earth ion containing boroaluminosilicate glasses are of
tremendous interest for display and high temperature capacitor applications as discussed
in Chapter 1. In order to improve the reliability of such devices when in application, it is
of paramount importance than we recognize the factors leading to dielectric
losses/leakage current in these glass dielectrics. Therefore, in this chapter we make an
effort to interpret electrical properties based on structural changes in the glass network
under the combined effect of high temperature and electric field.
The chapter begins with the illustration of the structure of the glass in the wellstudied alkali silicate glasses and then extends the knowledge to more complex alkali free
alkaline earth containing boroaluminosilicate glasses. Further, a summary of
thermoelectric poling in glasses is provided with an effort to understand structural
changes brought in to glass network due to ionic transport under the influence of electric
field and temperature. It is suggested that conduction through ionic hopping is the source
of dielectric loss and undesirable leakage current at temperatures above 200°C.
Both high electric field thermally stimulated depolarization current (TSDC) and
low frequency AC conduction studies have been used to understand transport properties
(activation energies) of modifier cations in the multi-component glasses used in this
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study. An assessment of glass composition and poling electric field on polarization has
been made in order to further comprehend the nature of ionic conduction. Although this
chapter discusses only ionic conduction in glasses, electronic conduction is also observed
under electrical fields close to the breakdown values and has been discussed in Chapter 4.

2.2. STRUCTURE OF GLASSES
Glass, as many say is an amorphous solid with a liquid-like structure that can
form extended three-dimensional network lacking a long-range periodicity. A glass
mainly consists of a network former that can make the glass skeleton on its own. Some
examples of glass network former are SiO2, B2O3, GeO2, P2O5, V2O5 and As2O5. On the
other hand Al2O3, BeO, TiO2, ThO2 and ZrO2 are called intermediates which cannot form
network on their own but when present in large quantities can assist in glass formation.
Another major constituent for glass making is the modifier oxide that “modifies” most of
the physical, chemical, thermal and electrical properties of the glass, such as Na2O, Li2O,
BaO, CaO etc [1]. Consequently, electrical conductivity of a glass exceedingly depends
on the modifier content of the glass. On that context the following sections will discuss
the effect of glass composition on the network structure and thus the ion transport
properties.
2.2.1. STRUCTURE OF ALKALI SILICATE GLASSES
In a single component glass such as a fused silica, the Si is the network former
and is tetrahedrally coordinated to four oxygen ions forming [SiO4]- tetrahedrons. The
two-dimensional representation of silicate glass, popularly known as the Zachariasen’s
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model is shown in Figure 2-1a. The oxygen that is bonded to the network former (Si in this
case) is called as the bridging oxygen (BO). When an alkali oxide R2O (where R can be
Na, Li etc) is added to the silicate glass network it breaks a Si-O bond (Figure 2-1b)
forming a non bridging oxygen (NBO) site which has a net negative charge on it. The
alkali ion then compensates this negative charge on the NBO. Hence, addition of
modifier oxides to a silicate glass is always associated with formation of NBO sites.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2-1: (a) Zachariasen’s two-dimensional model of SiO2 glass [1], where the open and
closed circles represent Oxygen and Silicon atoms respectively. (b) Addition of alkali (R2O) to silica
breaks some of the Si-O-Si bonds and generates nonbridging oxygen ions [2].

2.2.2. STRUCTURE OF BOROALUMINOSILICATE GLASSES
In boroaluminosilicate glass systems, SiO2, and B2O3 are the glass network
formers whereas Al2O3 acts as an intermediate. Figure 2-2 shows the basic building
blocks of B triangularly coordinated to oxygen. By itself, Al2O3-B2O3-SiO2 systems
cannot form a glass and would rather prevail as a glass ceramic. This is due to the higher
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field strength of Si4+ and B3+ ions that creates a deficiency of oxygen in the network of
Al2O3-B2O3-SiO2 system [3]. Consequently alkaline earth oxides, which have lower field
strengths, are added as modifiers to form boroaluminosilicate glasses. For example when
BaO is added to Al2O3-B2O3-SiO2, Si retains its tetrahedral coordination while B can
have a mix of triangular and tetrahedral coordination to oxygen (where oxygen can be
shared between [BO4]- and [SiO4]-) depending on the amount of modifier added [3,4]. In
Ba boroaluminosilicate glasses, Al3+ goes into the glass structure as [AlO4]- with a
tetrahedral coordination to O to which the Ba2+ ions associate themselves. Since B3+ ions
are relatively more stable than Al3+ ions, the modifiers preferentially get associated the to
[AlO4]- units. Then the remaining modifiers are compensated by [BO4]- units.

Figure 2-2: Triangularly coordinated B exists as boroxol rings in the glass network in the absence of
modifier ions.

In this work we studied several alkaline earth ion containing boroaluminosilicate
glasses. The compositions of these glasses are provided in Table 1-3 of Section 1.3. To
understand the network structure in one of these glasses (all the other compositions
would have similar structure with varying amount of three and four coordinated B) lets
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take the example of Schott (AF45) glass. This Ba-Boroaluminosilicate glass has a molar
ratio of Al2O3/BaO ~ 0.75. Since Al is a trivalent ion, coordination with four oxygen ions
leaves a negative charge on [AlO4]-, which gets compensated by 1/2Ba2+. The remaining
of the Ba2+ can now be compensated by [BO4]- when triangularly coordinated B gets
converted to tetrahedrally coordinated B. Smith [4] also supports this idea and suggests
~75% of alkaline earth modifier cations are compensated at [AlO4]- sites and ~25% at
[BO4]- sites in the AF45 glass, in contrast to conventional silicate glasses, where the
alkali and alkaline earth modifier oxides are charge compensated by non-bridging oxygen
ions on the silicate network. Since this glass contains 440 ppm of Na as an intrinsic
impurity, we can assume most if it to be associated with [BO4]- structural units. The
proposed structure for AF45 glass based on the above explanation is demonstrated in
Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4. It is to be noted that no NBO formation occurs in these glasses
due to the addition of modifier oxides.
It is necessary to mention here that the conversion of B3+ to B4+ without the
formation of NBOs increases the network connectivity, reducing the thermal expansion
coefficient and electrical conductivity of the glass. This makes the family of alkaline
earth boroaluminosilicate glasses a suitable material for high temperature capacitors and
displays. The next section illustrates thermoelectric poling process and sheds light on
how the glass structure governs ionic transport and hence the electrical properties when
exposed to temperature and electric field.
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Figure 2-3: Addition of BaO modifier oxide in to the boroaluminosilicate glass results in two units of
[AlO4]- compensated by the Ba2+ ion.

Figure 2-4: Change in coordination to oxygen from B3+ to B4+ upon the addition of BaO modifier in to
borosilicate glass. Two units of [BO4]- now compensate for the Ba2+ ion.

2.3. BACKGROUND LITERATURE ON THERMOELECTRIC POLING IN GLASSES
Several investigators [5,6,7,8] have shown that, when an alkali silicate glass is
exposed to a combined effect of electric field and temperature it gives rise to space
charge polarization in the glass, when the intrinsic charge carriers (such as Na) drift away
from below the anode. This type of treatment is termed as thermoelectric poling and the
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polarization established due to charge migration makes the glass an electret when
sandwiched between two electrodes.
2.3.1. THERMOELECTRIC POLING IN ALKALI SILICATE GLASSES
In case of an alkali silicate glass when sufficient thermal energy is provided to
break the R-O bond, the alkali drifts away from under the anode under the influence of
the applied electric field towards the cathode leaving behind a silicate network consisting
of negatively charged NBOs. In the case of a perfectly ion blocking electrode, an alkali
depleted region (henceforth called the depletion layer) is formed just beneath the anode
as shown in Figure 2-5. In high alkali containing glasses, evidence of Na accumulation on
the cathode side has also been reported [9,10]. Experiments performed on several glasses
have shown that the alkali concentration at the anode could be reduced up to a factor of
105 compared to the bulk [11]. The alkali ion could either hop or diffuse to another alkali
deficient or interstitial site or get trapped at a defect site. Glass being an amorphous
material has several defect sites, three of the most important ones being the paramagnetic
oxygen vacancy center, ≡Si+-Si≡, the NBO hole center, ≡Si-O-, and the peroxy radical,
≡Si-O-O- [12]. The activation energies associated to overcome these traps for ion
transport can range anywhere from 0.3 eV for shallow traps to 3.8 eV for deeper traps.
The nature of the traps would determine the amount of polarization and hence the
conduction current during thermoelectric poling to a great extent. With the Na drifting
away, the negative charge on the NBOs is retained with some authors suggesting partial
dissociation and liberation of O2- gaseous species at the anode [1].
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Figure 2-5: Cation migration during a thermo-electric treatment of glass where anions are assumed to
be immobile NBOs and thus stay pinned in their structural positions [13].

As the alkali depletion proceeds, the depletion layer becomes enriched in
negatively charged relatively immobile charge carriers (e.g. NBOs), thereby increasing
the impedance of the layer as compared to the bulk glass that gets enriched in mobile
cations. The impedance contrast between the depletion layer and the bulk glass would
depend on several factors, poling electric field strength and temperatures being the most
important ones. This has been explained in greater detail in Chapter 3. Under extreme
poling conditions, the effective field within the depletion layer can even approach the
intrinsic breakdown strength of the glass [7,13,14,15]. Using this phenomenon, Wallis
[16] has demonstrated sealing between metals and glasses due to high local electric fields
generated when a Pyrex glass in contact with a metal was exposed to 100-2000V at 300600°C.
At higher poling temperatures and voltages, alkaline earth ions along with the
alkali ions participate in the formation of space charge polarization and hence the
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conduction current [11]. Since the divalent ions have lower mobilities they pile up
beneath the depleted region [5,11,18] unlike the alkali ions, which can transport as far as
the cathode.
2.3.2. EFFECT
POLING

OF

INTRINSIC

AND

EXTRINSIC FACTORS

ON

THERMOELECTRIC

Thermoelectric poling in glasses highly depends on extrinsic parameters such as
electric field, temperature, time and atmosphere of poling and intrinsic parameters such
as composition and electronic states. Electric field, time and temperature of poling have a
direct correlation with the amount of space charge polarization induced in the glass.
Kinser and Hensch [17] have demonstrated that polarization in a Na2O.SiO2 glass does
not set in until above 83°C under a potential of 10V and above this temperature
polarization increases due to the increased mobility of ions closely following the
Arrhenius relation. The same interdependence can be extended for poling voltages,
increasing which increases the polarization by lowering the energy barrier for ionic
hopping. Similarly, poling time determines the extent of polarization due to the mobility
of the charge carriers and rate of generation/recombination of trap sites in the glass. From
the above discussion it can be agreed that the depletion layer thickness and amount of
charge migration causing the space charge polarization increases with increasing
temperature, voltage and time of poling only to an extent when equilibrium/steady state
depletion layer is achieved. Any further increase in poling electric fields or temperature
could lead to dielectric breakdown in these glass dielectrics.
Special attention needs to be drawn towards the atmosphere and electrode type
used while poling a glass. Space charge polarization occurs only when charged species
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accumulate at the electrodes (for e.g. Na at the cathode or NBO at the anode). Hence, in
an ideal case for such a polarization to occur the conducting species should not be
replenished at the electrodes. For that reason in this work we assume completely ion
blocking electrode that does not accept nor furnish any ions such as Na+ or H+/H3O+ at
the anode from the atmosphere or from the electrode. The latter can be critical for this
study because they can be injected at the anode and leach out Na or neutralize the NBOs,
thereby influencing the space charge polarization and electric field distribution within
[17,18,19].
2.3.3. STRUCTURAL

CHANGE IN
GLASSES UPON POLING

ALKALINE EARTH-BOROALUMINOSILICATE

It is helpful at the outset of the discussion on ionic transport in thermally poled
boroaluminosilicate glass that we understand the structural change associated with it.
Diffuse reflection infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT), specular reflectance and infrared
spectroscopy (IR) techniques have indicated pronounced changes in the glass network
structure under the anodic region than that of a cathodic one in a poled soda lime float
glass [20]. As discussed above this is primarily due to the drift of Na+, Ca2+ cations and
O- anions away from the electrodes that modifies the charge, coordination number and
thus the vibrational frequency of the network forming cation [21].
Let us take for example the AF45 glass again. The modifier cations in this glass
are Na+ and Ba2+ that are associated with both [AlO4]- and [BO4]- structural units. Under
the application of electric field and temperature the modifier cations may gain sufficient
energy to break the covalent bonds with the network formers and drift away from the
anode towards the cathode leaving behind a negative charge on the Al in the [AlO4]- and
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B in the [BO4]- structural units as shown in Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7. The cations can
hop to a neighboring cationic site or a defect site depending on its energy level. The
[ALO4]- and [BO4]- charged units are relatively immobile and therefore remain as fixed
charge sites below the anode supporting the electric field drop across the depletion layer.
This transport of ions causes electrical conduction in glass dielectrics.
With better understanding of the structure of poled glass, in the next section we
will pursue novel techniques to determine activation energies for such ion transport. This
will shed more light on temperature and electric field dependence of ionic conduction in
glasses used in the current study and will help us comprehend the reliability of these
dielectrics when under application.

Figure 2-6: Structural change in glass network of AF45 glass upon thermoelectric poling. Ba2+ breaks
the covalent bond with [AlO4]- leaving behind a negative charge of Al.
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Figure 2-7: Structural change in glass network of AF45 glass upon thermoelectric poling. Na+ breaks
the covalent bond with [BO4]- leaving behind a negative charge of B.

2.4. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION TECHNIQUES
GLASSES

TO

STUDY ION TRANSPORT

IN

Although much effort has been invested to understand alkali ion motion using AC
and DC conduction [8,11,21,22,23], similar studies on alkaline earth ion remains largely
unexplored.

This is primarily due to the scarcity of highly insulating, low alkali

containing glasses that are more likely to withstand high electric field. For the most part
this is due to the overwhelming effect of alkali ions on total electrical conduction, which
masks the contribution of alkaline earth ions on electrical conduction. For instance
Roling [24,25,26] has reported marked difference in the activation energy of Ba
measured by dynamic mechanical and thermal analysis (DMTA) and DC conduction
studies in a Na2O.2BaO.4SiO2 glass. This indicates that at high enough temperature
where the DC conductivity measurements were performed, both Na and Ba ions
contributed to effective Ea resulting in a lower estimated Ea value for Ba than as
measured by DMTA (more accurate) in the same glass. Additional complexities involved
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in AC impedance measurements of insulating low alkali containing glasses are due to
very long relaxation times [27]. Consequently, DMTA and tracer diffusion studies are
most routinely used techniques to study transport kinetics of divalent cations. This
however does not provide much information about the field dependent ion transport
properties under more aggressive test conditions to which these dielectrics may be
exposed. Therefore there is a need for designing experiments to study high electric field
ion transport properties of alkaline earth ion independent of alkali ions.
In this work, very thin alkali free glass samples were used to facilitate the
electrical measurements; i.e., high poling fields could be applied to thin samples, since
the dielectric breakdown strength is inversely proportional to glass thickness. TSDC,
which is a very popular technique to study electrical properties of highly resistive
materials can provide us information for long range transport of ions (due to longer time
scales of measurement) where as AC measurements provides us activation energy for
more localized ion hopping. Moreover, higher capacitance values of the thin cationdepleted layer allowed for accurate low frequency measurements of the AC impedance.
Both of these techniques together would help in understanding field dependent ionic
transport of alkali and alkaline earth ions in multicomponent glasses.
2.4.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION
AF45 (Ba Boroaluminosilicate glass), OA10G (Ca-Sr Boroaluminosilicate glass),
Eagle XG (Ca-Mg Boroaluminosilicate glass) and BaO.2SiO2 glasses (Refer to
composition in Table 1-3, Section 1.3) received in 50, 20, 700 and 1000 µm thicknesses
respectively were used in this study. Thin sheets of as received OA-10G and AF45
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glasses with thickness varying from 6 to 58 µm were acid etched to further reduce their
thickness. 50 ml of commercial Hydrofluoric (HF) acid (48-51% purity, ARISTAR®) was
diluted with 450 ml of distilled water and stirred for 10 min to obtain 500 ml of 5.0 wt%
HF etching solution. The glass sheets were held vertically in the HF solution with a
Teflon basket for 10 min. After acid etching, the glass sheets were rinsed with distilled
water and methanol, and then blow-dried with nitrogen. All etching processes were
carried out at room temperature. Eagle XG and BaO.SiO2 glasses were investigated in
their as received form.
Both etched and as received glasses were used for the electrical measurements. A
parallel plate capacitor was made out of the glass dielectric sandwiched between
electrodes deposited on the its opposite faces. Thin films of 50 nm Pt electrodes with
varying areas of 0.785 cm2 to 1.57 cm2 were patterned on the top and bottom surfaces of
the glass sample by sputter deposition (Bal-Tec SCD 050 sputter coater) in a vacuum
ambient of 5*10-2 mbar.
The sputter coated glasses were poled in ambient atmosphere under the desired
temperature, electric field and time. 50 and 20 µm thick AF45 and OA10G glasses were
each poled at 700 V at 550°C for two hours whereas Eagle XG and BaO.SiO2 glasses
were each poled at 1500V at 520°C for 2 hours. Usually the space charge formed during
the thermoelectric poling process has short lifetime and they rapidly disappear when the
electric field is removed. This is due to thermal transport and rearrangement of charges at
high temperature to maintain a net zero electric field in the glass. Therefore in order to
study the nature of space charge polarization the motion of the ionic charges need to be
“frozen”. Hence, after poling under applied field for two hours the sample was quenched
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down to room temperature with the field applied in order to form an electret. The poling
voltage was removed thereafter. The choice of poling parameters was solely based on the
measurement capability of the instruments and to avoid excessive leakage from the
measurement unit. A schematic of thermoelectric poling apparatus and process is
presented in Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9 respectively.

Figure 2-8: Schematic of experimental set up used for thermoelectric poling of glass

Figure 2-9: Schematic showing the heating profile for thermoelectric poling process.
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2.4.2. TSDC MEASUREMENT OF MULTI COMPONENT GLASSES
The polarization caused by formation of the cation-depleted layer in the
immediate vicinity of the anode in a poled glass can be quenched into the structure by
cooling under voltage, essentially locking in the modified glass structure. This results in
an electret with space charge polarization that can relax giving rise to depolarization
current. This current can be quantitatively studied by heating the short-circuited glass at a
constant rate, which is the method of field induced TSDC. Heating the poled glass
enhances the response process or lowers the relaxation time of the trapped internal charge
or dipoles. When the half time of this relaxation process matches the heating rate a
measurable current is generated in the external circuit that initially increases but
gradually decreases when the free charges are exhausted [28]. The nature of
depolarization current maxima peak shift can be used to differentiate between various
polarization processes as shown in Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10: Depolarization peak characteristics as a function of defect type [29]. The arrows indicate
peak shift with increasing ramp rate.
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TSDC has been widely used in alkali containing glasses to study activation energy
for Na+, Li+, H+ and O2- ion transport [30, 31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40]. In all cases the
transport is caused by ion hopping to defect sites in the glass. Hopping relates to
situations were localized charges are displaced from their original positions to other
interstitial or defect sites. The hopping conduction corresponds to a potential well model
shown in Figure 2-11, where sufficient thermal energy is required by ion at position 1 to
overcome the potential barrier E to hop to position 2 or 3 thereby creating interconnected
wells and thus creating possible paths through which charge may flow. Hopping
conduction does not involve excitation of free charge carriers such as electron to their
respective conduction bands. The activation energy for ionic hopping transport highly
depends on alkali content, for e.g. activation energy for Na hopping can vary from 0.5 eV
to 1.1 eV for various glass compositions [21,41]. Usually higher alkali is associated with
lower activation energy. However for high alkali containing alkaline earth silicate glasses
the TSDC plot would give rise to very broad relaxation peak that may be difficult to
resolve either by peak cleaning techniques or by using slower heating rates. Hence TSDC
is not a commonly used technique for studying alkaline earth ion transport in glasses.
Since we are using an extremely low alkali containing glass, it is possible for us to
separate the contribution of alkali and alkaline earth towards total electrical conduction.
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Figure 2-11: Schematic showing the ionic hopping model where ionic conduction when ions move
from position 1 to 2 overcoming the potential barrier E due to a thermally activated process.

2.4.2.1.Experimentation for TSDC
After the electret was formed by the method described in Section 2.4.1, the TSDC
measurement was conducted by heating the poled short-circuited glass to higher
temperatures at different ramp rates. The discharge current was measured using a
HP4140B PA meter and the temperature was recorded using HP3140 digital multimeter
(DMM). A schematic of the TSDC process has been demonstrated in Figure 2-12.
The activation energy Ea for ionic hopping in glass was determined using Bucci
Fieschi [28] model (Equation 2.1) using two heating rates q1 and q2 and by measuring the
corresponding values of Tm1 and Tm2 of the maximum current peak.
2
kTm1Tm2 q1Tm2
Ea =
ln
Tm1 ! Tm2 q2Tm12

(2.1)

Where k is Boltzmann’s constant. Although this equation was initially derived for
dipolar relaxation, it is believed that the space charge current peaks are analytically very
similar to those of dipolar relaxation peak and hence this model remains valid. This
model also takes into account that small variation in temperature measurement does not
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affect the activation energy calculation. The diffusion current contribution to TSDC is
assumed to be negligible in the following calculations.

Figure 2-12: Schematic of the TSDC process showing profiles for application of temperature (T) and
voltage (Vb).

2.4.2.2.TSDC Results and Discussion
The TSDC plot for all the four glass compositions used in this study is shown in
Figure 2-13. For all the plots the magnitude and temperature of current maxima increased
with increasing ramp rates. When the heating rate increases, the polarized species has to
be realized in a shorter time, which causes depolarization current peak to shift to higher
temperatures. This kind of polarization observed in all these glasses is indicative of space
charge polarization as seen in Figure 2-10.
In most of the plots except Figure 2-13c two distinct relaxation peaks were
observed. In case of AF45 glass (Figure 2-13a) the low temperature and high temperature
peaks were observed at 235°C (P1) and 440°C (P2) respectively. The activation energies
calculated for P1 and P2 using Equation 2.1 were found to be 0.93 and 1.83 eV
respectively. Comparing these values to those available in the literature (Table 2-1), P1
can be attributed to the depolarization of Na ions. Although Na is present in ppm level, it
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can significantly contribute to the overall electrical conduction at lower temperatures.
The high temperature peak P2 can be attributed to relaxation of Ba2+ ions since not only
the activation energies match to those reported in literature [24,25], the temperature of
response is also suitable for Ba transport as shown by secondary ion mass spectroscopy
measurements [4]. No Ba peak was observed in glasses poled below 450°C. No peaks
due to protons were observed further validating our blocking electrode model. The higher
activation energy for Ba transport as compared to Na could be attributed to its larger
ionic radii and lower mobility. Similar activation energies and temperature response for
Na and Ba were also obtained from the TSDC measurements of a BaO.SiO2 glass shown
in Figure 2-13b. In general, the activation energy for alkali ion transport at the [AlO4]and [BO4]- sites is lower due to the reduced binding energy for Na+ ions, than for the
more typical non-bridging oxygen sites in alumina and boria-free silicate glasses. This is
marked by the higher activation energy of Na in the silicate glass (1.01 eV) than that of
boroaluminosilicate glass (0.93 eV).
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Table 2-1: Comparison of activation energies for Na and Ba obtained from electrical conduction,
DMTA and diffusion studies.

Composition

Technique

Ea Na (eV)

Ea Ba (eV)

AF45 (Current Study)

TSDC

0.93

1.83

AF45 (Current Study)

AC Conductivity

0.82

1.43

K2O.2BaO.4SiO2 [42]

Tracer Diffusion

1.41

Na2O.2BaO.4SiO2 [24,42,43]

DC Conductivity

1.26

Na2O.2BaO. 4SiO2 [24, 42,43]

DMTA

2.03

3BaO.4SiO2 [42]

Diffusion

1.43

0.57(0.95 NaPO3+0.05
Na2B4O7)+0.43 Nb2O5 [44]

AC Conductivity

0.72

3SiO2.Na2O[45]

DC Conductivity

0.7

In case of OA10G glass (Figure 2-13c) only one current maximum was observed
around 360°C which could be associated with relaxation of Ca2+ ions. Due to very low
alkali concentration (~100 ppm), no measurable Na relaxation peak at lower temperatures
was observed for this glass. The activation energy for the Ca peak was found to be 3.51
eV. The high activation energy of Ca obtained here as compared to Ba is indicative of
mixed alkaline earth effect due to the presence of Mg, Sr and Ba in this glass. Roling [26]
has also reported increase in Ea of Ca from 1.88 eV to 2.09 eV due to the presence of Sr
through DMTA technique. The mixed alkaline earth ion effect is also observed in the
Eagle XG glass that contains both Ca and Mg (Figure 2-13d). A low temperature peak
was observed in this glass around 260°C corresponding to Na+ ions with an activation
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energy of 0.8 eV and a high temperature peak at 327°C corresponding to Ca2+ with an
activation energy of 3 eV. Both the activation energy of Na and Ca for Eagle XG glass
corresponds very well to those obtained in AF45 and OA10G glass.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2-13: Thermally stimulated depolarization current as a function of temperature for various
glasses (a) AF45 (b) BaO.SiO2 (c) OA10G (d) Eagle XG.

Table 2-2 shows the activation energy of Na and Ba as a function of applied
poling electric field in AF45 glass. The activation energy decreased with increasing
poling field and closely followed Arrhenius dependence suggesting that the ion transport
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is thermally activated. Considering each charge carrier experiences a force of q*E in the
direction of applied field E, higher values of E would further assist in the ion hopping
process by reducing the barrier height E shown in Figure 2-11. Decreasing the poling
temperature also showed a similar effect on the ionic charge carriers and is associated
with increasing activation energies for ionic conduction.
Table 2-2: Activation energy of Na (a) and Ba (b) as a function of applied poling field in AF45 glass.

Field Electric (MV/m)

Na Activation Energy (eV)

Ba Activation Energy (eV)

14

0.93

1.83

20

0.8

-
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0.57

1.6

The amount of charge carriers per unit volume that takes part in the space charge
polarization process can be measured by integrating the TSDC plot over time. This
number can be used to determine the depletion layer thicknesses in poled glass provided
we know the number density of modifier oxides and the volumetric density of the glass.
For e.g. for AF45 glass poled at 14 MV/m and 550°C the depletion layer thickness is in
the order of Angstroms as calculated and shown in Table 2-3. In reality however the
depletion layer thickness for these glasses under the current poling condition is 1.3 µm, as
we will be discussed in Chapter 3. Moreover the internal electric field of 1012 V/m
obtained from Poisson’s equation is unusually high since the intrinsic breakdown strength
of the glass is in the order of 109 V/m.
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Table 2-3: Depletion layer and electric field calculation from TSDC plot Figure 2-13a. V=700 Volts.

Na

Ba

Area under TSDC peak (Q1in Coulombs)

6.38*10-8

1.1*10-6

Total number of ions participating in polarization (N1=Q1/e)

3.98*1011

3.4*1012

9.4*1024

2.55*1027

7.85*10-5

7.85*10-5

Depletion region thickness (d = N1/A*n1 in m)

5.4*10-10

0.17*10-10

Field Drop (= V/d in V/m)

1.3*1012

4.1*1013

Number density of ions in AF45 glass (n1 per m3)
Area of sample (A in m2)

The depletion layer and internal electric field in the depletion layer calculated in
Table 2-3 are also significantly different from those reported by Smith [7] for the same
glass under similar poling conditions. This indicates that not 100 percent of the cations
below the anode participate in the polarization/depolarization process. In fact less than
1% of Na and Ba ions below the anode participate in the conduction process. The cations
migrate in a way so as to generate a charge density to support a maximum electric field
equal to the breakdown strength of the glass. For the above case charge density generated
to support a field of 4*108 V/m across a depletion layer thickness of 1.3 µm is equal to
1.68*104 C/m3. This instead translates to 5.3*1012 Ba2+ and 1.07*1013 Na+ free charge
carriers and a TSDC efficiency of 4 percent (calculation included in Appendix A). This
could be explained considering the diffusion and loss of migrating charges by
recombination with opposite carriers. It may also be possible that the electrode in use is
not perfectly blocking and results in some charge annihilation by proton injection. All
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together this could result in only a part of space charge to decay in shorted samples
resulting in an efficiency of only 4%. Although TSDC cannot be used for successfully
determining depletion layer characteristics, it is a reliable technique for measuring
activation energies for ionic motion under high electric field.
2.4.3. AC MEASUREMENTS
The frequency dependent dielectric properties of silicate glasses have been
extensively used in the past to study space charge polarization and ionic transport in
glasses [46,47,48,49,50]. The following sections use some of these concepts to determine
ion transport properties in a glass network.

2.4.3.1. AC Instrumentation
The

frequency

dependent

AC

conductivity

and

complex

capacitance

measurements were conducted using an in-house built measurement system over a
frequency range of 0.01 – 1000 Hz in the temperature range of 373 °K to 823 °K with an
applied 5 V RMS AC voltage. A schematic of the experimental set up is shown in Figure
2-14.
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Figure 2-14: Instrumentation used for AC Measurement.

AC conductivity (σ) and dielectric loss (tan δ) data were derived from the real
capacitance (C’) and imaginary capacitance (C”) values measured directly from the
impedance analyzer using the flowing expressions:

! = " 0" "#

tan ! =

C"
C'

(2.2)

(2.3)

where, w, ε0 and ε” are the angular frequency, absolute permittivity and
imaginary permittivity of the material. The AC equivalent frequency feq [28] for TSDC
measurement calculated from Equation 2.4 was found to be 0.03 to 0.07 Hz for different
ions (ramp rate choosen was 8 deg/min). The ac conductivity data presented here were
measured at 0.05 Hz at temperatures between 473 °K and 823 °K, very close to dc
conduction region/plateau.
feq =

qE
2! kTm2

(2.4)
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where, q, E, k, Tm are the heating rate, activation energy, Boltzmann’s constant
and temperature at current maxima.

2.4.3.2. AC Results and Discussion
Figure 1-4 shows the frequency dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric constant in the presence of space charge, dipolar, ionic and electronic
polarization. Since the time scale for the relaxation of hopping charge carriers that causes
space charge polarization in glasses is much longer than that of other polarization
mechanisms, it is possible to study ion-hopping characteristics using low frequency
impedance spectroscopy. Figure 2-15 shows the AC conductivity vs frequency plot for
50 µm AF45 glass where a low frequency relaxation peak corresponding to space charge
polarization is observed supporting results from TSDC measurements.

Figure 2-15: AC conductivity vs frequency plot for 50 µm AF45 poled 700 V AC, impedance
measurement at 5 V AC RMS showing low frequency relaxation corresponding to space charge
polarization.
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Figure 2-16 shows low frequency ac conductivity as a function of temperature, the

slope of which can be used to determine the Ea for cation transport in glass. In case of
AF45 two well separated slopes represent data taken between 150°C to 275°C and 375°C
to 525 °C and indicate conduction due to transport of two ionic species with Ea of 0.82
(Na) and 1.43 (Ba) eV respectively. The same plot for OA10G showed only a high
temperature slope indicating ionic conduction due to transport of Ca ions with an Ea of
2.63 eV in the temperature range of 425°C to 550°C.
The activation energy for Ba and Na transport can also be measured using the
dielectric loss vs frequency plot shown in Figure 2-17, where the shift in relaxation
frequency (τ=τ0exp–E/kT) can be used to measure for activation energy (E) for ionic
hopping. This provides a number of 1.63 eV for Ba and 0.85 eV for Na very similar to
those obtained from TSDC and AC conductivity measurements in AF45 glass. The
values for activation energies calculated from TSDC is higher than those calculated from
AC measurements. This can be attributed to the longer time scale of measurement in
TSDC where the probability of ion hopping over larger distances and thus falling in to a
deeper traps are much higher than in AC measurements which only takes in to account
localized hopping behavior.
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Figure 2-16: Variation of ln conductivity with temperature for AF45 and OA10G at 0.05 Hz
obtained from the complex capacitance data.

Figure 2-17: Dielectric loss vs frequency plot for 50 µm AF45 glass poled at 700V, 550C, 2 hrs and
impedance spectroscopy at 5 V AC RMS.
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2.5.CONCLUSIONS
The main concepts presented in this chapter are as follows:
•

In alkaline boroaluminosilicate glasses, the modifier cations are associated with
the formation of [AlO4]- and [BO4]- structural units instead of NBO sites as is the
case in silicate glasses. The modifiers are first associated [AlO4]- units and for
Al2O3/MO ratio of less than one, the rest of the modifier cations are associated
with [BO4]- units. Addition of modifier oxides (MO) to boroaluminosilicate
glasses does not result in NBO formation.

•

Thermoelectric poling in glasses depends highly on extrinsic parameters such as
electric field, temperature, time and atmosphere of poling and intrinsic parameters
such as composition and thermal history of glass. In general depletion layer
thickness and polarization in glass increase with increasing field, temperature and
time of poling. Presence of H+ and H3O+ in the poling atmosphere can greatly
affect the electric field distribution in the depletion layer region. Consequently
completely ion-blocking electrodes are desirable to study characteristics of poled
glass.

•

Alkaline earth ion containing silicate and boroaluminosilicate glasses were
studied using both high field TSDC and low frequency AC impedance
spectroscopy. Both the techniques confirmed space charge polarization induced in
the glass due to thermally assisted ionic hopping of intrinsic charge carriers in the
glass. The hopping activation energies of charge carriers such as Na, Ba and Ca
were successfully determined using both the measurement techniques.
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o For all the glasses the magnitude and temperature of current maxima
increased with increasing ramp rates suggestion polarization is due to space
charge formation. AC conductivity plot also showed a low frequency
relaxation peak indicating space charge polarization.
o The values of activation energy of Na, Ba and Ca obtained from both TSDC
and AC measurements in all glasses were identical. However, the activation
energies obtained from TSDC were found to be higher than those calculated
from AC measurements. This can be attributed to the longer time scale of
measurement in TSDC where the probability of ion hopping over larger
distances and thus falling in to a deeper traps are much higher than in AC
measurements which only takes in to account localized hopping behavior.
Hopping activation energy increased with decreasing poling electric field and
temperature.
o Activation energy for electrical conduction through Na+ ion transport was
found to be higher for the Ba-SiO2 glass as compared to the AF45 glass. In
general, the activation energy for alkali ion transport at the [AlO4]- and [BO4]sites is lower due to the reduced binding energy for Na+ ions, than for the
more typical non-bridging oxygen sites in alumina and boria-free silicate
glasses.
o Mixed alkaline earth effect was observed in multi-alkaline earth containing
glasses that resulted in higher energy for ionic conduction.
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•

Thermoelectric poling in glasses results in significant change in glass network
structure especially below the anode. No evidence of conduction due to protons
or oxygen was obtained through these measurements.
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CHAPTER 3: CATION DEPLETED LAYER CHARACTERISTICS

3.1. INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter we discussed how AC conductivity and dielectric
dispersion could be used to study ion transport though hopping in thermoelectrically
poled boroaluminosilicate glasses. Transport of cations from below the anode leads to the
formation of depletion region. In this chapter we will use AC impedance spectroscopy
(IS) and second harmonic generation microscopy (SHGM) to study the characteristics of
the depletion layer formed during thermoelectric poling of glass.
IS has been frequently used in the past to determine activation energy for ionic
conduction, relaxation frequency for ionic hopping and thickness of depletion layer in
thermoelectrically poled glasses [1,2,3,4,5,6] It is well established that when the mobile
cations move away from the anode during poling, it significantly increases the resistivity
of the cation depleted layer thus formed. This depletion layer primarily consists of
immobile negative charge centers as was discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3.3. The large
impedance contrast between the depletion layer and the bulk of the glass results in
substantial voltage (used while poling) drop across the depletion layer as compared to the
bulk. Ravaine [7] used complex impedance measurement tools to measure the time
constants, resistive and capacitive elements of the depletion layer and bulk of the glass.
He used this data to further study activation energies for conduction. Corbari [8] also
used this inhomogeneity in glass to study optical nonlinearity in poled glass. He reported
a direct correlation between the second order nonlinear coefficient and the electric field
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drop in the depletion layer. This inhomogeneity in the poled glass structure has also been
extensively used to study the depletion layer thickness using second harmonic generation
(SHG) technique over a wide range of glass compositions [9,10,11,12,13]. All the
available literature supports the fact that the thickness of the depletion layer increases
with the applied electric field, temperature and time of poling but only to an extent to
which the internal electric field approaches 108-109 V/m, a value that is close to the
intrinsic breakdown strength of the glass dielectric. In this chapter we have used both IS
and SHGM to establish a relationship between charge carrier transport during poling and
the internal electric field distribution in the depletion layer. These techniques were also
instrumental in measuring the cation depletion layer thickness and the impedance contrast
between the bulk and depletion layer as a function of poling conditions. Both of these
techniques provide comparable values for depletion layer thickness and the absolute
value of electric field within the depletion layer for the same poling condition. Further, a
model has been developed to predict the electric field distribution across the poled glass
sample and is supported by the field distribution measured by SHGM. Knowledge of the
maximum electric field in the depletion layer is customary to understand nature of
conduction leading to dielectric breakdown in any material. IS has also been used as an
alternative technique to measure hopping activation energies of alkali and alkaline earth
ions in the boroaluminosilicate glass.
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3.2. AC IMPEDANCE SPECTROSCOPY/ NYQUIST PLOTS
There are various ways in which AC data can be represented such as complex
impedance, electric modulus or dielectric constant based on the type of information
desired. Yet the most popular way to describe physical phenomenon in which two
physically different regions (or electrical components in a circuit) are in series with one
another is through impedance (Z) representation. Since the current in both the series
elements remains same, the voltage drop would be very different in each component due
to a large impedance contrast and thereby separating both the regions in the impedance
plot. In IS, when Real (Z) = Z’ on the x-axis is plotted against Imaginary (Z) = Z” on the
y-axis it is known as the Nyquist plot. We will use Nyquist plots to derive the impedance
contrast, depletion layer thickness and internal electric field in the poled
boroaluminosilicate glass. For a single component system (single RC in parallel) the
complex impedance (Z), voltage drop (V) and current (I) across it is given as [14,15,16],

Z(! ) =

V (! ) = {R0 +

1
V (! )
=
Y (! ) I(! )

1
}I(! ) ! Z(! )I(! )
i!C0

I(! ) = {G(! ) + i!C(! )}V (! ) ! Y (! )V (! )

(3.1)

(3.2)
(3.3)

Combining expressions in Equations 1, 2 and 3 we get,

Z = (1 / G0 )

1! i!"
; " = C0 / G0
1+ ! 2" 2

(3.4)

The complex impedance can now be represented as a vectorial sum of the real and
imaginary parts,
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Z = Z '+ iZ " , Z ' = (1 / G0 )

1
!"
, Z " = (1 / G0 )
2 2
1+ ! "
1+ ! 2" 2

(3.5)

where, Y, C, G, R0, C0, G0 and τ are the complex admittance, capacitance and
conductance, geometric resistance, capacitance and conductance and time constant of the
electrical component. ω is the angular frequency of measurement. Equation 3.4 represents
a semicircle of diameter R0 (1/G0) when represented in the complex Z plane. Extending
this to a circuit with two components in series (RC in parallel and then in series with
another RC in parallel) the net impedance can be written as,

Z(! ) =

1 / G1
1 / G2
+
1+ i!" 1 1+ i!" 2

(3.6)

As discussed above, thermoelectric poling of glass results in the formation of two
regions as shown in Figure 3-1, one being the more resistive cation depleted layer below
the anode and the second region being the more conducting cation rich region or the bulk
of the glass. In this case the former layer appears as a capacitive component (with higher
impedance) and the bulk looks like a series resistor (with much lower impedance and
capacitance). Therefore, the two-layer model of a poled glass can be represented as the
vectorial summation of two semi-circles in the complex plane where each semicircle
corresponds to an individual R and C component in circuit. Additionally, the relaxation
time constant τ=RC is much higher for the depletion region than the bulk further
separating the semicircles.
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Figure 3-1: Ideal Nyquist Plot or complex impedance representation of a thermoelectrically poled
glass. RB,RDL, CB, CDL, τB and τDL represents the resistance, capacitance and relaxation time constant
of the bulk and depletion layer of the glass. B = Bulk, DL = Depletion layer.

3.2.1.AC INSTRUMENTATION/EXPERIMENTAL
The complex capacitance measurements of a poled (700V, 550°C, 2 hours) 50 µm
thick AF45 glass (area =0.785 cm2) were conducted using an in-house built measurement
system (shown in Figure 3-2) over a frequency range of 0.01 – 1000 Hz, temperature
range of 100°C to 550°C with an applied 5 V RMS AC voltage. A very low AC voltage
was used in order to minimize any contribution from DC losses to the total conductivity
and dielectric loss measurement. The real and complex impedances were derived from
measured complex capacitances using Equation 3.4. The depletion layer thickness (d)
was calculated using the following expression,

d=

! 0!r A
C

(3.7)

where, ε0, εr, A and C are the absolute permittivity, relative permittivity, area and
capacitance of the depletion layer. The variation of capacitance (C) and resistance (R) of
the depletion layer and the bulk as a function of temperature was measured by using ZView impedance analyzer software.
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Figure 3-2: Instrumentation used for AC Measurement.

3.2.2. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODELING THROUGH Z-VIEW
The equivalent circuit model used in the Z-View impedance analysis software
(Scribner Associates Inc.) to determine the individual values of R and C in the two-layer
region formed during thermoelectrically poling of glass is shown in Figure 3-3. Each of
the resistors RB and RDL can be further associated with an electronic and ionic component
such that,
RB << RDL, RB]ionic << RB]electronic and RDL]electronic << RDL]ionic
The electric fields used for impedance measurements were very low, thus
excluding any electronic contribution to conduction. Therefore, here we would only
consider the ionic contribution to resistance.
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Figure 3-3: Equivalent circuit model of a thermoelectrically poled glass used for fitting in Z-View.
RB,RDL, CB, CDL, τB and τDL represents the resistance, capacitance and relaxation time constant of the
bulk and depletion layer of the glass. B = Bulk, DL = Depletion layer.

3.2.3. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3-4 shows the complex impedance plot of a poled 50 µm AF45 glass taken
at different temperatures. At lower temperatures the impedance and time constant τ=RC
of the depletion layer are extremely large, resulting in completely well separated
impedance semicircles to be observed only at temperatures higher than 450°C. For
instance the impedance of a 50 µm thick AF glass (area =0.785 cm2) is in the order of
1012 Ω or higher below 200°C. The geometric capacitance of the sample is 86 pF that
makes the time constant for relaxation to be 86 seconds (relaxation frequency= 0.011
Hz). The lowest measurement frequency of the impedance analyzer used for this
experiment is 0.01 Hz that makes it experimentally difficult to separate complex
impedance of the depletion layer and the bulk at lower measurement temperatures.
The ratio of RDL/RB obtained by fitting the complex impedance data (in Z-View)
at 550°C is approximately 33 corroborating our previous discussion that thermoelectric
poling causes large impedance contrast between the bulk and the depletion layer. The
capacitance CDL obtained by fitting the complex impedance data at 550°C is 3.33x10-9 F
that provides a depletion layer thickness of 1.3 µm using Equation 3.7 using εr=6.2.
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Therefore the internal electric field generated in the depletion layer during thermoelectric
poling (at 700 V and considering impedance contrast of 33:1) amounts to 4.03x108 V/m.
RB, the bulk glass resistance, decreases with increasing temperature as cations are
transported from below the anode to the bulk of the glass. This change in RB when
plotted as a function of temperature, as shown in Figure 3-5, give Ea values of 0.74 and
1.42 eV for the temperature range of 150°C to 300°C and 350°C to 550°C respectively
and shows similar trend to those of DC conductivity as discussed in Chapter 2, Section
2.4.3.2. The activation energies calculated are consistent with those obtained from TSDC
measurements suggesting that the lower temperature activation energy is due to the
conduction relaxation of Na ions (0.74 eV) whereas the high temperature activation
energy is due to the relaxation of Ba ions (1.42 eV). The straight lines in Figure 3-5
indicate Arrhenius type temperature dependence for Na and Ba hopping transport in
glass.
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Figure 3-4: Nyquist plots for poled 50 µm AF45 glass taken at different temperatures shown in the
figure.

Figure 3-5: : Variation of Ln bulk resistivity R1 with temperature for poled AF45 glass calculated
from Fig. 4 for a temperature range of 150°C to 550°C. m1 and m2 represent the two slopes in the plot
suggesting conduction relaxation of two cation units with activation energies 0.74 eV (Na) and 1.42
eV (Ba).
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3.3. ELECTRIC FIELD ESTIMATION THROUGH POISSON’S EQUATION
In the previous section we estimated the magnitude of the internal electric field in
the depletion layer through IS. In this section an effort is made to model the electric field
based on the knowledge of charge carrier distribution using Poisson’s equation. The asreceived glass consists of uniform distribution of ions until time t=0 when the voltage is
applied that initiates the cation transport. The ion transport continues as a function of
time to obey the current continuity equation such that,

!!
!J
="
!t
!x

(3.8)

where, ρ and J are the free charge carrier density and current density at a
coordinate x at an instant of time t. Since the amount of cation depletion is very low (in
order of ppm) for these low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses as discussed in Chapter 2,
Section 2.4.2.3 it is experimentally cumbersome to measure the accurate ion depletion
across a thermoelectrically poled glass. However many authors [17,18] have studied
cation distribution profile in high alkali containing glasses using secondary ion mass
spectroscopy and have shown that the divalent cations accumulate at a certain distance
from the anode whereas alkali ions uniformly distribute themselves in the bulk of the
glass as shown in Figure 3-6. This distribution model has been used to estimate the free
charge carrier distribution in poled boroaluminosilicate glass. Assumptions made here
are,
1. Ba and Na are the primary mobile charge carriers and have similar distribution
profile across the depletion region after poling. The negative charge carrying [AlO4]- and
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[BO4]- sites are essentially immobile and do not contribute to the net free charge carrier
density.
2. The charge carrier density varies linearly as a function of distance x as shown
in Figure 3-7a. The steady state equation for free charge carrier density can now be given
as,
! = e(N Ba + N Na ) = eN net

If,
then,

(3.9)

N net = a + bx

(3.10)

! = c + dx

(3.11)

where, e and Nnet are the electronic charge and number density of free cations
(both Na and Ba) per unit volume. a, b, c and d are constants.
3. Diffusion of ions at the boundaries is neglected resulting in sharp change in
charge carrier concentration across the boundaries.
4. Conduction by electrons and holes is neglected.
Using the boundary conditions ρ=0 at x=x1, ρ= ρmax at x=x2 and ρ=eNBulk at x=d
(boundary of depletion layer and bulk) we can solve the Poisson’s equation given below,

(

dE !
)=
dx
"

(3.12)

where, E and ε are the electric field and electric permittivity over a distance x.
Combining Equations 3.9 to 3.12 we get the following parabolic expression for electric
field E, graphically shown in Figure 3-7c given by Equation 3.12. Lipiensky et.al [19]
have also suggested a similar model for electric field distribution in poled glass further
supporting our computation.
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E= cx + ex2 + f

(3.13)

Where e and f are additional constants.

Figure 3-6: Secondary ion mass spectroscopy elemental profiles of Na, Ca and H in a soda lime
silicate glass passes through a charge of 0.0214 C/cm2[17].

Thus we show that electric field distribution across the depletion layer depends
critically on the charge carrier distribution in the depletion layer and is a parabolic
function of the distance from the anode. The maximum electric field is achieved inside
the depletion layer at a distance (d) where the free charge carrier density reaches the
maximum value.

The magnitude of d and ρmax was obtained from IS and TSDC

techniques respectively as previously discussed. Table 3-1 summarizes the electric field
estimated using Poisson’s equation and expression 3.13 for fused silica, pyrex glass and
AF45 glass (Details of calculation provided in Appendix B). The estimated internal field
from charge carrier distribution in the depletion approaches the intrinsic breakdown
strength of these glasses as reported in literature [13]. This further supports our
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hypothesis that a characteristic (thickness and internal field) of the depletion layer highly
depends on the dielectric breakdown strength of the glass. For the Pyrex glass due to high
alkali content the number of cations transported from below the anode during
thermoelectric poling process is high giving rise to a higher charge carrier density, as
compared to the low alkali glass used in the current study. Consequently the depletion
layer for the former is much thinner than the latter after a steady state depletion region is
established. As a result, the alkali depletion layer in a high alkali glass is always less than
a µm, making it difficult to measure using non-linear optical measurements.
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Figure 3-7: (a) Elemental distribution mapping of Ba and Na (Nnet) in the depletion layer is a linear
function of distance x from the anode, (b) Net charge density (ρnet) across the depletion layer and bulk
in a poled boroaluminosilicate glass (c) Electric field (E) distribution across the depletion layer. a, b,
c, d, e, and f are constants. x1 and d denote the boundaries of the depletion layer. x2 denotes the plane
in the glass beyond which the charge carrier concentration is that of the bulk.
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Table 3-1: Internal electric fields in the depletion layer measured using Poisson’s equation.

Permittivity

Poling
Electric
Field
(MV/m)

Charge
Density
(Col/m3)

Depletion
Layer
(µm)

Internal
Electric
Field
(MV/m)

Reference

Triques[80]
Fused
Silica

3.75

1

-

3

500
Lepiensky[

Pyrex
Glass

4.7

1.7

1.1*105

0.3

800

AF45
Glass

6.2

14

1.68*104

1.3

200

19]

Current
Study

3.4.SECOND HARMONIC GENERATION MICROSCOPY (SHGM)
SHGM is a very powerful non-destructive and non-contact technique to measure
internal electric field and polarization in poled dielectrics. In SHGM a coherent light with
twice the fundamental frequency and half the wavelength of fundamental wave is
generated through the nonlinear interaction between a laser and a material. This
technique has been extensively used for probing domain walls in ferroelectrics and polar
orientation distribution in polymer films [21-23]. Furthermore, it has been extensively
used to measure depletion layer thickness and maximum electric field across it in poled
silica fibers [23]. As received glasses are centrosymmetric that does not allow it to have a
the second order susceptibility χ2, however it was shown by Myers et.al [11] that when
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the glass is poled the centro-symmetry is broken resulting in an effective χ2 and χ3 based
on,
χ2=3 χ3Edc

(3.14)

The second harmonic signal thus generated due to the interaction of the laser with
the high internal electric field in the depletion layer can be detected to quantify the
magnitude of the electric field.
3.4.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND INSTRUMENTATION FOR SHGM
50 µm thick AF45 glass electrodes with 50 nm Pt were poled between 25°C and
500°C at voltages between 1-22 kV for 20-60 minutes. The poled sample was dissected
into two pieces so that its cross section was exposed to the fundamental wavelength of
the incident laser as shown in Figure 3-8. The sample was then mounted on to a glass
slide for SHGM.

Figure 3-8: Steps for sample preparation for SHGM measurement.
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A SHGM instrument was used in reflection mode to conduct high resolution
imaging of second order nonlinearity introduced in the glass after thermoelectric poling.
SHIM images were obtained for glasses under different poling condition to understand
the evolution of the depletion layer. The experimental setup consists of a scanning optical
microscope and a computer controlled three dimensional translation stage on which the
sample is positioned. The laser source is a mode locked 800 nm wavelength Ti Sapphire
laser with a radiation line width of 14nm, approximately 80 mHz repetition rate, pulse
duration of 100 fs and an average output power of 700 mW. The spatial resolution of the
microscope was 0.3 µm. The fundamental beam of the linearly polarized light beam is
used as a source to illuminate the sample. The sample reflects back both the first and
second harmonic radiation, generated in the direction of reflection back through the
objective. The SHG signal is transmitted through a dichroic mirror, a short pass filter
(allows 400 nm wave only) and an analyzer and detected with a PMT while the
fundamental radiation is reflected out of the microscope. The second harmonic signal is
recorded in the form of a voltage (through a lock-in amplifier) as a function of the
scanning distance coordinates resulting in an image of the sample surface. A schematic of
the second harmonic generation microscope and the optics associated with it used in the
measurement is shown in Figure 3-9. The scanning area was 2.5x10-9 m2, scan depth was
5 µm and the numerical aperture of the objective was 0.9. The intensity of SHG signal as
a function of depletion layer thickness followed a Gaussian profile and the depletion
layer thickness was measured using the half width full maxima value.
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Figure 3-9: SHGM set up used for measuring the intensity of the second harmonic wave [24].

3.4.2.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS FOR SHGM
Scans along the direction of the poling field shows that the second-order optical
nonlinearity is located under the anode and its intensity varies with poling conditions. A
typical SHGM image scan is shown in Figure 3-10. The second harmonic image
represents the depletion layer as the bright region. Due to the high internal electric field
in the depletion region, a high second order nonlinear (SON) coefficient (χ2) is induced
according to Equation 3.14. A high χ2 raises the intensity of the outgoing second
harmonic signal that shows up as a bright region in the SHG image.
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Figure 3-10: (a) White light image of the poled glass cross section exposed to laser. d denotes the
depletion layer thickness. (b) SHGM image showing depletion region as bright layer with effective
SON. 50 micron AF45 poled at 20 kV, room temperature, ramp rate of 10 V/s.

The depletion layer thickness calculated from the SHGM measurement is
provided in Table 3-2 below. This table shows that the magnitude of depletion layer
thickness increases with increasing poling fields. It can also be observed that the internal
electric field in the depletion layer is an order of magnitude higher the applied poling
field. For samples poled at lower temperatures the electric field approaches the intrinsic
breakdown strength of the glass, whereas samples poled at higher temperatures show
internal electric fields close to the thermal breakdown values. A comparison of intrinsic
and thermal breakdown of many silicate glasses was summarized by Nick [13] and is
provided in Figure 3-11. This clearly indicates that the thickness of the depletion layer
and the charge carrier participating in the conduction process are limited by the dielectric
strength of the material at the poling conditions. These measurements also show that the
depletion layer starts a few µm below the anode.
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Table 3-2: Comparison of the internal electric field in 50 µm AF45 obtained through Impedance Spectroscopy and
Second Harmonic Generation Microscopy techniques.

Poling
Electric Field
(108 V/m)

Poling
Temperature
(°C)

Deplet
ion Layer
Thickness t
(µm)

Internal Field
Interna from
l Field = V/t Impedance
(109 V/m)
Spectroscopy
(109 V/m)
3.23

4.4

25

6.8

4

25

6.4

3.12

3

25

4

3.75

2

25

4.6

2.17

0.4

500

3.8

0.52

0.2

500

2

0.50

0.403

The electric field estimated from both SHGM and IM are agreeable further
indicating the usefulness of such techniques to study internal electric fields and
polarization in dielectrics. Moreover the square root of the SHG intensity shown in
Figure 3-12, which is related to electric field by Equation 3.15 also supports our electric
field distribution model shown in Figure 3.7 (c).

P 2! ! I 2! ! Edc

(3.15)

The depletion layer thickness for low alkali glasses poled at different poling
conditions is listed in Appendix C. It was observed that the depletion layer thicknesses
for same poling conditions were similar for samples with electrodes of different work
functions.
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Figure 3-11: Trends in breakdown strength and maximum internal poling field as a function of
temperature [13].

Figure 3-12: Square root of SHG intensity as a function of sample thickness. x1 and x2 denote the
boundaries of the depletion region. X=d denotes the position in the depletion layer where maximum
electric field is achieved.
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3.5.CONCLUSION
The main concepts presented in this chapter are as follows:
1. The impedance representation of poled glass resulted in two well-separated
semicircles on the complex Z plane. The semicircle at higher frequencies (lower RC) and
lower impedance is associated with the bulk of the glass which becomes cation rich as the
depletion layer grows and the one corresponding to a larger RC (lower frequencies) and a
higher impedance is associated with the cation-depleted layer. It can also be noticed that
Z value decreases with increasing temperature and RC shifts to lower temperature as
well.
2. IS was used to measure the depletion layer thickness and the internal electric
field in a thermoelectrically poled AF45 glass. These numbers agree very well with those
calculated by SHGM.
3. IS was used to measure the hopping activation energy for ionic conduction and
the activation energies obtained for Na and Ba were 0.74 and 1.42 eV respectively, in
close agreement to those obtained from TSDC measurements reported in Chapter 2.
4. We used SHGM in reflection mode to obtain images of region with SON in
poled glasses. Using these images we were able to estimate the thickness of the depletion
layer for different polarization conditions. It was found that depletion layer thickness
increased with increasing poling voltage but only to an extent such that the internal field
was close to the breakdown strength of the glass (109 V/m). Internal field was higher for
samples poled at high voltage than those poled at lower voltage. It was also seen that
poling results in non-uniform field distribution across the sample. The depletion layer
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thicknesses and internal electric field values are consistent with those obtained from IS.
The maximum electric field (109 V/m) is reached within the depletion region and is about
an order of magnitude higher than the applied electric field.
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CHAPTER 4: HIGH

ELECTRIC FIELD ELECTRONIC CONDUCTION
INTRINSIC BREAKDOWN IN BOROALUMINOSILICATE GLASSES

AND

4.1.INTRODUCTION
Electrical conduction in boroaluminosilicate glasses is predominantly of two
types, electronic and ionic where the primary charge carriers are the electrons/holes and
ions respectively. A comprehensive knowledge of factors responsible for causing both
these types of conduction is essential to identify mechanisms responsible for dielectric
breakdown in these glass dielectrics. Ionic conduction was discussed in detail in Chapter
2, where it was agreed that field-enhanced and thermally activated hopping of ions from
one site to another is primarily responsible for ionic conduction and dielectric losses in
boroaluminosilicate glasses. Although ionic conduction in silicate glasses has been
thoroughly studied and reported in literature, electronic conduction in these glasses has
not yet been completely understood and therefore needs attention. This is primarily due to
the unavailability of silicate glasses that can withstand high enough electric fields where
electron/hole controlled conduction takes place. However, electronic conduction has been
extensively studied in transition metal ion containing glasses [1,2]. Here the electrons
jump from one transition metal cation to another changing its valence state, therefore
causing a net flow of current.
The mode of conduction and therefore dielectric breakdown strength of glasses
largely depends on its composition (alkali content), thickness, voltage rise time and
temperature. For instance several authors [3,4,5] have reported increase in the breakdown
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strength (EB) of glasses with decreasing dielectric thickness (d) that closely follows the
power law relationship given in Equation 4.1.
EB α d-n

(4.1)

Similar increase in breakdown strength with decreasing dielectric thicknesses has
also been reported for ceramic [6,7] and polymer [8,9] dielectrics. The power law
exponent n is not a constant and varies with dielectric thickness indicating change in
breakdown mechanism as the dielectric thickness varies. It is generally agreed that
breakdown is thermal in nature for thicker glasses (n~1) and is intrinsic in nature for
thinner ones (n~0.1) [5]. Thermal breakdown, as will be illustrated in more detail in
Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1, involves breakdown due to excessive thermal instability caused
by ionic transport whereas intrinsic breakdown (also to be referred as electronic
breakdown interchangeably throughout the chapter) by and large involves conduction via
electronic charge transport only [10]. This cross over from ionic to electronic conduction
as thickness varies remains largely unresolved and necessitates additional studies for
further clarification. So far we have a complete understanding of high temperature,
moderate to low electric field (<108 V/m) conduction in boroaluminosilicate glasses that
is undoubtedly ionic in nature [refer to Chapter 2]. Electronic conduction in borosilicate
glasses that is generally observed at lower temperatures and higher electric fields (>108
V/m) has not been studied much except by Doi [11]. He developed a theoretical model to
explain possible electronic breakdown in an organic polymer and extended the model to
explain electronic breakdown in alkali silicate glasses. He showed that when the applied
electric field across the polymer reaches a critical value, electrons gain sufficient energy
to tunnel from the conduction band of the metal in to the conduction band of the
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insulator. Thereafter many more electron-hole pair creation can take place by subsequent
scattering/collisions of the electrons due to their high kinetic energy, eventually causing
dielectric breakdown. Owen [12] and Jonscher [13] have also conducted careful
experiments to study electronic conduction in thin fused silica. Both these authors have
shown evidence of electron generation in the bulk of the insulator under electric fields
close to their breakdown strength values and have advocated that electronic conduction
causes electrical failure in thin fused silica. They have shown that electron generation
under electric fields higher than 108 V/m results in non-ohmic conduction, where the
current increases exponentially as a function of electric field. We will use some of these
concepts introduced by these authors to study electronic transport in thin alkali-free
boroaluminosilicate glasses.
There is a considerable amount of uncertainty regarding the chronology of events
that lead to breakdown in glasses. The principal motivation for this chapter is therefore to
understand factors causing transition of ionic to electronic conduction in thin
boroaluminosilicate glasses and identify mechanisms responsible for their dielectric
breakdown. The chapter will also include discussions on various electron emission
processes in the bulk of the insulator and criterion for charge injection at the metalinsulator interface. Since the glasses used in this study have dielectric breakdown
strength greater than 109 V/m, it was possible to study high electric field (>108 V/m)
electronic conduction in these dielectrics. It should also be noted that the nature of glass
preparation, structure and composition also greatly affects its breakdown properties but is
beyond the scope of this chapter.
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4.2.HIGH ELECTRIC FIELD CONDUCTION
Conduction in glasses in general can be categorized as ohmic or non-ohmic, ionic
or electronic, bulk or electrode limited. The following sections will briefly summarize
and differentiate between each of these phenomenon based on the knowledge of working
electric fields and temperatures for silicate glasses.
4.2.1. OHMIC AND NON OHMIC CONDUCTION IN GLASSES
Ohmic conduction in alkali containing silicate glasses is usually observed at lower
electric fields such as 104 V/m (at higher temperatures) or 105 V/m (at room temperature)
as reported by Namikawa [14] and Green [15] where the conduction is primarily due to
ionic charge carriers. Ohmic conduction is characterized by no change in sample
resistance and linear increase in current with increasing applied electric field. Nonlinearity in the current-voltage (IV) relationship is introduced when some form of
polarization such as space charge layer formation sets in the dielectric. For instance, in
Chapter 2 and 3 we demonstrated that thermoelectric poling of alkali containing glasses
resulted in a highly resistive cation depleted region beneath the anode. Due to this space
charge polarization the resistance changes as a function of applied field resulting in nonlinearity in the I-V plot. Alternatively, resistance can also change with electric field due
to certain ion injection such as H+ or Ag+. from the atmosphere or the metal electrode,
which can also result in non-ohmic conduction. Non-ohmic conduction is generally
observed at higher electric fields than those required for ohmic conduction. The critical
electric field for transition from ohmic to non-ohmic region depends on the alkali content
and resistivity. For example, ohmic conduction in polyethylene [16] and fused silica [13]
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is typically not observed until 107 and 6*106 V/m respectively whereas this transition for
high alkali glasses occurs at 104 V/m.
Transition of conduction from ohmic to non-ohmic type has been studied by
Jonscher and Servini [13] in thin (~0.5 µm) amorphous SiO2. In this study they separated
the I-V plot into four conduction regimes as shown in Figure 4-1. Region I, which shows
strong temperature dependence is of ionic-ohmic type and is usually seen at low electric
fields. Region II occurs at lower temperatures but higher electric fields (>107 V/m) and is
characterized by exponential increase in the current as a function of electric field (I α exp
√E). This region will be of primary interest in this chapter as it involves electronic
conduction originating from the bulk of the insulator. Region III is an intermediate region
between II and I with I α V1.5. It is not yet clear what causes it but the authors have
attributed this to space charge limited conduction. Region IV occurs at extremely high
electric fields, has very low temperature dependence and is characterized by very steep
power law relationship between current and voltage. Conduction in region IV is also
electronic in nature though it is based on tunneling of electrons between closely spaced
charge centers. Both regions II and IV exhibit conduction due to electrons. However, we
will see later in Section 4.2.2.2 that electron tunneling can be ruled out for dielectrics
thicker than 1 µm, since bulk conduction is more preferable for the same magnitude of
electric field. Table 4-1summarizes the different conduction modes in fused silica glass
under different temperatures and electric fields. It should be noted that except region I,
all the other conduction regions are non-ohmic in nature where resistance change is
brought through either space charge formation or electron injection/generation. Table 4-2
summarizes the critical electric field (EC) for transition of conduction from ohmic to non-
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ohmic region in several insulators and the charge carriers responsible for conduction in
the non-linear regime. This is instrumental to our current discussion on high field
conduction and provides a good starting point to investigate electronic conduction in
silicate glasses. The next section will discuss the origin of the electronic charges in SiO2
and other silicate glasses. This would be instructive in understanding the origin of
intrinsic breakdown in boroaluminosilicate glasses.
Table 4-1: Different modes of electrical conduction and charge carrier type in fused silica under
various electric fields and temperatures.

Region

Temperature

Field (V/m)

I

High

<106

II

Low

>107

III

High

106-107

IV

Very Low

>108

Conduction
Ohmic (Ionic
hopping)
Non-Ohmic
(Poole-Frenkel
limited)
Non-Ohmic
(Space Charge
limited)
Non-Ohmic
(Tunneling)

Charge Carriers

IV Relation

Ions

IαV

Electrons

Ln I α V0.5

Ions/Electrons

I α V1.5

Electrons

I α Vn
(n>>1)

Table 4-2: Critical electric field for transition of conduction from ohmic to non-ohmic region.

Dielectric Type

EC (V/m)

Fused Silica [13]

107

Conduction Mechanism
in non-ohmic region
Electronic

Alkali Silicate [14]

105

Ionic and Electronic

HDPE [16]

107

Ionic and Electronic
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Figure 4-1: Current-voltage characteristics at various temperatures for a 0.38 µm thick SiO2 film with
area 0.4 mm2. Jonscher and Servini [13].

4.2.2. IONIC AND ELECTRONIC CONDUCTION IN GLASSES
As discussed before, ionic conduction is generally observed at electric fields in
the range of 104-108 V/m where thermally assisted and field enhanced hopping of ions
causes conduction. The ions contributing to this conduction can be either intrinsic or
extrinsic in nature. Extrinsic ions are typically alkali ions that are incorporated into the
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glass either as an impurity during glass melting from the melting tank or from the raw
materials. Ions such as H+ are also entrained into the glass network extrinsically through
water absorption. The source of intrinsic ions is usually the glass itself where dissociation
of the network modifier ions can contribute to conduction. Ionic conduction is generally
marked by higher activation energy and is observed at much higher temperatures than
electronic conduction.
Electronic conduction in silicate glasses has been reported by several authors at
lower temperatures and electric fields exceeding 108 V/m [17,18,19]. For instance
Vermeer [18] has shown that alkali containing glasses exhibit intrinsic breakdown below
-100°C whereas intrinsic breakdown in alkali free glasses can be observed until 150°C.
At very low temperatures mobility (µ) of alkali ions, say Na+ in the silicate glass network
is very low, in the order of 10-20 cm2/V.s at about 150°C (10-30 cm2/V.s at -100°C) [20].
We know conductivity σ = qµn, where q and n are the electronic charge and charge
carrier density respectively. The low mobility of Na at lower temperatures suggests that
the contribution from ionic conduction to the intrinsic breakdown mechanism can be
completely neglected even for high alkali glasses. Moreover, low alkali glasses will
further have even lower contribution (due to lower n) to intrinsic breakdown process until
further up in the temperature scale. Therefore it is safe to infer that intrinsic breakdown
occurs exclusively due to conduction by electronic charges such as electrons or holes.
The intrinsic breakdown strength is usually in the range of 9-11 MV/cm
irrespective of the alkali content (Table 4-3) and entirely depends only on the electronic
states of the glass [21]. There is slight discrepancy in the reported values of intrinsic
breakdown strength of fused silica or Pyrex glasses in the literature. This inconsistency
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can be attributed to the different techniques in which the glass samples are prepared for
the breakdown tests. For example SiO2 prepared by sputtering will have more defects
such as a broken Si-O bond etc. than SiO2 prepared by chemical vapor evaporation. The
next section will cover in more detail the origin for such defect formation and electron
generation.
Table 4-3: Intrinsic dielectric breakdown strength in fused silica and Pyrex glass.

Intrinsic breakdown
strength (MV/cm)

Preparation type

Reference

9.5

Thermally grown

Klein [22]

8

Thermally grown

Osburn [23]

9

Commercial

Vermeer [17]

10

Commercial

Doi [11]

AF45 Glass

12

Commercial

Lee [4]

OA10G Glass

9

Commercial

Glass type
SiO2
SiO2
Pyrex Glass
Pyrex Glass

Murata [3]

4.2.2.1.Localized Defect States in Glasses
Before analyzing different types of electronic conduction mechanisms it would be
helpful to understand the various sources for electron/hole generation in silicate glasses.
Figure 4-2 represents the different localized defect states in a silicate glass in which N(E)
is the number of states per unit volume in unit energy interval and is plotted against
electron energy E. The energy spectrum is divided according to the electronic character
of the states, extended states (ES), band tails (T) and mobility gap (G). The electronic
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states in the tails (T) and mobility gap (G) are called localized states whereas beyond
them in the extended states are delocalized electronic states. Figure 4-2a is an ideal case
of a silicate glass where no defects states are present. Figure 4-2b shows the more
realistic plot for trap states in the mobility gap of a silicate glass. The inner states in the
mobility gap here are determined by structural defects. The difference between the tail
states and conduction band is on the order of 0.1-0.2 eV [12] and is determined by the
disorder potential. Figure 4-2c shows a different model proposed by Cohen, Fritzsche and
Ovshinsky (C-F-O) where it is assumed that the valence and conduction bands extend all
the way in to the mobility gap. Overlapping of these states usually happens in the middle
of the mobility gap resulting in pinning of the Fermi Level. This however is mostly
observed in complex alloys of four and five components where both compositional and
structural disorder result in pinning of the Fermi Level. The third case is not of much
interest for the wide band gap silicate glasses under current study. The second case
(Figure 4-2b) provides a well-defined electronic structure for glassy dielectrics.
The randomness and short-range order in the network of an amorphous glass
results in the distribution of electronic energy states in the forbidden energy or mobility
gap denoted as G. This randomness is created due to change in orientation or twisting of
the Si-O-Si bond, missing atoms due to termination of bonds for example at the surface,
dangling O bond, relaxed OH bond, relaxed Si bonds or dangling Si-O bond, etc. and
therefore highly depends on the glass preparation method. Electrons in the mobility gap
can only move by means of a thermally activated hopping process from one site to
another across a potential barrier or by tunneling from one side of the barrier to another.
Usually electrons in the conduction band (or delocalized states) possess sufficient energy
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to contribute to appreciable electrical conduction by moving from conduction band to the
valence band or trap states. Due to their high kinetic energy they may knock another
electron from the valence band/trapped states and the process may cascade populating the
number of free electrons in the conduction band. The kinetic energy of the electron is
given as d*E, where d and E are the electron jump distance and electric field respectively.
For example, average mean free path for electron transport in silicate glasses is in the
order of 5 nm and the intrinsic breakdown field is about 109 V/m, which imparts energy
of 5 eV to the electron that is high enough to cause excitation of electrons inside from the
trapped states to the conduction in SiO2. High electric fields not only impart high kinetic
energy to the electrons but also increase the intrinsic carrier concentration (n) in the
insulator by lowering the energy band gap as per Equation 4.2.
n = (N c N v )1/2 exp(!Eg / 2kT )

(4.2)

where, Nc, Nv, k and T are the effective densities of states in the conduction and
valence band of the glass, Boltzmann’s constant and temperature respectively. Lowering
of the energy band gap Eg will be discussed in detail in Section 4.3.
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N (E)

Figure 4-2: Schematic density of states diagrams for a semi-conducting glass (a) Ideal glass (b) Glass
with defect states and (c) Cohen-Fritzsche Ovshinsky model [24]. EF= Fermi level, T= Tail States,
ES= Extended States, G= Mobility Gap, EC= Conduction Band, EV= Valence Band, EA and EB
separate the mobility gap from the extended states.

4.2.2.2.Types of Electronic Conduction
The following discussion on electronic conduction would solely comprise of
discussion on electrons only since the potential barrier height and thus activation energy
for electron injection is lower than that for hole injection and therefore hole injection can
be ignored. Moreover in Section 4.3, the metal-glass interface is a hole-blocking contact
and therefore hole injection can be further ignored [25]. When the applied electric field
on a glass dielectric exceeds a critical value, electronic conduction from various sources
may arise. Electrons may be injected through hopping or tunneling from the electrodes
into the insulator or may be generated in the bulk of the insulator by Poole-Frenkel
emission. The following section summarizes some of the possible conduction
mechanisms in silicate glasses.
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Fowler Nordheim Tunneling: Energy of the electron rises directly as a function of
the applied field, so when the electric field is very high electrons can tunnel from one site
to its neighboring site as shown in Figure 4-3[25]. Tunneling can occur both in the bulk
of the insulator and at the metal-insulator interface. The latter is known as Fowler
Nordheim tunneling and takes place at very low temperatures. The Fowler Nordheim
tunneling current density (J) is governed by the following equation,

J = (q 3 E 2 / 8! h" )exp[!4(2m)1/2 " 3/2 / 3hqE}

(4.3)

where, q, E, h, φ and m are the electronic charge, electric field, Plank’s constant,
difference in work function of the metal and insulator and effective mass of the electronic
charge respectively. This type of conduction by tunneling is usually observed in very thin
dielectric films under electric fields greater than that required for Schottky and Pool
Frenkel emission and has been commonly reported as a possible failure mechanism in
very thin (< 1000Å) SiO2 dielectrics [26,27]. Tunneling of electrons from the metal to the
insulator takes place when their electronic wave functions overlap, allowing the electrons
between them to exchange without requiring the electrons to go into the conduction band.
Such conduction should produce a linear plot for ln J/E2 vs 1/E.
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Figure 4-3: : Schematic diagram illustrating an electron hopping across and an electron tunneling
through a triangular potential barrier [25].

Hopping Conduction: Hopping in case of ions is a very popular phenomenon
where ions move across defects or vacancies thereby contributing to ionic conduction.
Similarly in case of amorphous insulators when the electron gains sufficient energy (d*E)
it can hop from one defect site (in the forbidden energy gap) to another crossing a
potential barrier as shown in Figure 4-3. Usually conduction through electron hopping
takes place if the potential barrier width is larger than 10Å or else tunneling is preferred
[25]. Electronic hopping distances (λ) obtained from Equation 4.4 can provide reliable
information if the conduction is due to hopping or not.

J = Asinh(

! eE
)
2kBT

(4.4)

The notations used here have their usual meaning.
Schottky Emission: This is an electrode-limited phenomenon, where electrons are
injected from the conduction band of the metal in to the conduction band of the insulator.
The electron injection occurs as a result of field-enhanced thermionic emission due to
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lowering of metal insulator potential barrier arising from electrode image force
interaction with the field at the metal insulator interface. In this case lowering of barrier
occurs both by applied field and the image charge force. For the Schottky emission the JE relationship is given as,
J = AT 2 exp(!

q!0
" 1/2
)exp(
E )
k BT
k BT

q 3 1/2
"s = (
)
4#$ 0$

(4.5)

(4.6)

where, A, ϕ0 and βs are the constant, barrier height for thermal excitation and
Schottky coefficient. For any conduction to comply with Schottky emission the Schottky
coefficient βs should provide a reliable value for the optical dielectric constant (ε) that is
related to the optical refractive index (n) as follows;
n2 = ε

(4.7)

Poole Frenkel Emission: Electron generation by Poole-Frenkel emission occurs as
a result of field assisted lowering of potential barrier of trapped electrons in the bulk of
the insulator. The electron is generated in the bulk when the electron energy either in the
trapped states or donor states surpasses the columbic barrier to go to the conduction band
of the insulator as shown in Figure 4-4. It is commonly accepted that the Fermi level of a
silicate glass lies below the trap states and above the donor levels as shown in Figure
4-5[28,29,30]. Therefore it is most likely that in Poole-Frenkel emission process an
electron from the trapped states of the insulator gets excited to the conduction band. The
electrons may still have excess kinetic energy due to which they may fall back and in the
process knock another electron from the trapped states or even deeper energy levels such
as the donor states or valence band. This process cascades, thus raising the number of
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free electrons in the conduction band. The J-E relationship that governs this emission is
given by,
J = AT 2 exp(!

"P = (

q!0
" 1/2
)exp(
E )
k BT
k BT

q 3 1/2
)
#$ 0$

(4.8, 4.9)

where, βP is the Poole-Frenkel coefficient and the other notations have their usual
meaning. Schottky and Poole-Frenkel emission mainly differs in two ways. The former is
an electrode controlled phenomenon and the later a bulk controlled one. Secondly, the
positive charge is fixed for the later while it is a mobile image charge for the former.
Another characteristic of Poole-Frenkel emission is that the traps are neutral when filled
and positively charged when empty. Sometimes a modified form of Poole-Frenkel
equation is used which is developed using a three-dimensional model [28] and is given
as,

I = I 0 exp(

!P = (

1 !V 1/2
)
2 k BT

e3 1/2
)
"## 0 d

(4.10, 4.11)

Equation 4.10, which is the modified Poole-Frenkel equation, seems almost like
the Schottky emission shown in Equation 4.5. Therefore, a modified Poole-Frenkel
conduction is still a bulk-limited phenomenon, the voltage dependence of the current
follows the equation for Schottky emission. For any conduction to comply with PooleFrenkel emission, the Poole-Frenkel coefficient βP should provide a reliable value for
optical refractive index (n).
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Figure 4-4: Schematic representation of the Poole-Frenkel effect. The solid line represents the
Coulombic barrier without an applied field. The dashed line shows the effect of an electric field on
lowering of the barrier and the arrows shows the path for electron conduction from the trapped states
in to the conduction band. [29]

Figure 4-5: Energy diagram showing shallow neutral traps and deep donor levels in the mobility gap
of an insulator. [29]

4.2.3. BULK AND ELECTRODE LIMITED CONDUCTION
When conduction occurs due to field assisted electron generation (Schottky
emission) or tunneling of electrons (Fowler-Nordheim) from the metal to the insulator
then it is said to be electrode limited. Whereas if the conduction is caused due to increase
in charge carrier density and mobility due to various scattering processes, tunneling of
electrons in the bulk of the insulator such as in Poole-Frenkel emission and space charge
limited conduction, it is said to be bulk limited.
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Table 4-4: Summary of various conduction processes and their criterion.

Conduction Process

Governing Equation

Criterion for
Conduction

V = IR
Ohmic

R stays constant

I !V n

Non-Ohmic

J = AT 2 exp(!

Schottky

q
)1/2
4#$ 0$

J = AT 2 exp(!

Fowler Nordheim
Tunneling

q!0
" 1/2
)exp(
E )
k BT
k BT

3

" =(

Poole-Frenkel

q!0
" 1/2
)exp(
E )
k BT
k BT

q 3 1/2
" =(
)
#$ 0$

J = (q 3 E 2 / 8! h" )exp[!4(2m)1/2 " 3/2 / 3hqE}

J(E) = Asinh(
Hopping

n≠1

! eE
)
2kBT

ε2= n

ε2= n

Ln J/E2 vs 1/E plot
is linear

λ, hopping distance
gives a realistic
value

For thin SiO2 dielectrics elaborate studies have been made to understand
transition of conduction from electrode to bulk limited phenomenon as the electric field
increases [28,29,30,31]. At lower fields the contact resistance is usually much higher than
the bulk resulting in an electrode limited conduction that is practically independent of
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sample thickness. Under these fields the charge carrier mobility may be higher in the
bulk but conduction at the electrode is limited. As the electric field is increased the
contact resistance decreases more than the bulk, giving rise to a bulk controlled
conduction, such as demonstrated by space charge limited conduction and Poole-Frenkel
emission. This occurs as a result of sufficient charge injection at the metal-insulator
interface due to barrier lowering under high fields whereas the mobility of ions in the
bulk may still be low. Table 4-1 summarizes various electronic conduction processes and
criterion to fit in to one of these models.
4.2.4. HOMOCHARGE AND HETEROCHARGE FORMATION
Homocharges are generated when the injected charge has the same polarity as that
of the electrode from which it is injected. For example electrons and holes injected from
the cathode and anode interface of the insulator respectively gives rise to homocharges.
This has been schematically shown in Figure 4-6a. Whereas a heterocharge has an
opposite polarity to that of the electrode from which it is generated and is shown in
Figure 4-6b. The immobile negative charges left behind the anode during thermoelectric
poling of alkali silicate glass is a good example of heterocharges. These kinds of charges
are also generated due to field-assisted thermionic emission of electrons in the depletion
region where the electric field is extremely high. Therefore nature of charge carrier
generated highly depends on the nature of metal-insulator interface and their electronic
band structure. It can be inferred from the above discussion that Poole-Frenkel emission
involves conduction through heterocharges whereas Schottky emission involves
conduction through homocharges only.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4-6: Schematic diagram illustrating (a) Homocharge (b) Heterocharge formation in glass
dielectrics.

4.3. EFFECT OF METAL-GLASS
CONDUCTION

INTERFACIAL

CONTACTS

ON

ELECTRONIC

When two materials of different work functions are brought together, free charge
carriers in the form of electrons or holes will be injected at the interface in order to align
the Fermi levels of both the materials. This results in a very small depletion layer
formation on both sides of the material interface. This section will focus on the metalsilicate glass interface as it is of primary interest to understand charge flow across it
under different situations. Since the role of surface states of contacts is very complicated
we will assume that the work function of the glass is unaltered by its surface states and is
higher than that of the metal electrode thereby forming a hole blocking contact. However,
when brought in contact, electrons from the metal will transfer to the insulator to equate
their Fermi level, resulting in a space charge layer. The layer thickness is assumed to be
negligible as compared to the thickness of the ion-depleted region. The glass metal
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interface under no bias condition makes an ohmic contact. This is because the resistance
of the bulk of the glass is too high, much more than that of the contact resistance. Figure
4-7 demonstrates the nature of the metal-glass interface before and after contact. The
work function for an insulator (ϕ) is given as,
! = " s + (Ec ! EF )

(4.12)

The contact potential (Vd) between the metal and the insulator after contact is
given as,

1
1
Vd = (! m ! ! s ) = [! m ! " s + (Ec ! EF )]
q
q
(4.13)
where, χs, EC, EF, ϕs and ϕm are the electron affinity, energy of conduction band,
energy of Fermi level, work function of the insulator and work function of the metal
respectively. Therefore, when the electron gains energy greater than Vd it can escape
from the metal into the insulator by one of the electron conduction methods described in
Section 4.2.2.2 above.
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Figure 4-7: Nature of metal-glass interface (a) Before and (b) After contact, without application of
bias.

Vd however is not a constant quality and strongly depends on the temperature and
the applied electric field. Application of electric field significantly lowers the contact
potential and hence the potential barrier for electron injection across the metal-insulator
interface and is schematically represented in Figure 4-8. The potential barrier lowering is
given as,
q2
! (x) = ! m ! " !
! qEx
16#$ x

(4.14)

For example for a Pt-SiO2 contact if,
ϕm= 5.7 eV
χSiO2= 1 eV
E = 3* 109 V/m (Intrinsic breakdown strength)
and

x = 3 nm

then,

ϕ = -4.3 eV
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Therefore application of high electric field significantly lowers the barrier for
electron injection from the Pt cathode in to the SiO2 insulator. Furthermore under electric
fields of 3*109 V/m (E) and a mean path of 3 nm (d), the electrons will gain sufficient
kinetic energy (E*d) 3eV that can assist in electron conduction in the bulk of SiO2.
Although, as discussed above, conduction will be electrode limited for lower electric
fields, it will transition to bulk limited phenomenon as electrical field exceeds a critical
value. This transition for SiO thin films occurs at field levels of 1.6*108 V/m as was
reported by Stuart [28]. Figure 4.9 clearly shows this transition where conduction below
1.6*108 V/m is thickness independent and thus electrode limited, whereas conduction
above this critical field is thickness dependent and hence bulk limited.

Figure 4-8: Nature of metal-glass interface showing lowering of potential barrier for electron injection
upon application of bias.
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Figure 4-9: IV characteristics of SiO thin films showing transition of conduction from an electrode
limited (thickness independent) process to a bulk limited process [28].

4.4.INSTRUMENTATION AND SAMPLE PREPARATION
Boroaluminosilicate glasses of both AF45 and OA10G type were used for high
field I-V measurements. Both etched and as received glass were used for the electrical
measurements. A parallel plate capacitor was made out of the glass dielectric sandwiched
between electrodes deposited on the its opposite faces. Thin films of 50 nm Pt electrodes
with varying areas of 0.785 cm2 to 1.57 cm2 were patterned on the top and bottom
surfaces of the glass sample by sputter deposition (Bal-Tec SCD 050 sputter coater) in
am ambient atmosphere with a vacuum of 5*10-2 mbar. The current-voltage (IV) plot was
obtained by exposing the sample to voltages in the range of 0-2000 V (Trek Model 2220)
and in the temperature range 25-550°C as shown schematically in Figure 4-10 below.
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Current as a function of electric field was directly measured using a HP 4140 Picoammeter. For determining the mechanism of conduction sufficient time was provided to
the sample under each voltage to ensure accurate measurement of the leakage current in
the dc conduction regime. In each case the background current due to the instruments,
wires and leads were subtracted for more precise measurements.

Figure 4-10: Schematic representing setup used for IV measurements.

50 µm AF45 glass with 50 nm of Pt electrodes on both sides were used for high
electric field TSDC measurements. The sample along with the fixture shown in Figure
4.11 was immersed in a dielectric fluid (Galden HT-200; Solvay Solexis, Houston, TX)
onto a baseplate of high-conductivity copper connected to 30 kV-max DC high voltage
supply (Model 30/20; Trek, Medina, NY). Galden oil was used to prevent breakdown of
air since very high voltages were in use. High voltage up to a maximum of 25 kV was
applied to the glass by slowing ramping the voltage at 10 V/s until the maximum voltage
was reached. The applied voltage was controlled through a Labview (National
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Instruments, Version 7) program. After exposing the sample to desired voltage, it was
taken out, very gently wiped to remove excess oil and then placed in the furnace for
TSDC measurement. For further details on the TSDC measurement technique the readers
are directed to Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2.1.

Figure 4-11: Schematic representing set up used for high electric field poling for TSDC
measurements. 1 represents the sputtered electrode, 2 the glass dielectric device under test and 3
represents the high voltage copper base plate.

4.5.RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The high electric field IV relationship in low alkali glasses is discussed in the
following sections.
4.5.1.CURRENT – VOLTAGE (IV)
Figure 4-12 represents the current transient plot for 10 µm OA10G glass exposed
to 350°C under an electric field of 2*107 V/m. As the sample is exposed to the electric
field the current initially increases till it reaches a maxima before decaying to a steady
state value. The initial increase in current is due to the time required to equilibrate the
sample to the furnace temperature. As the sample is placed in the furnace it may exhibit a
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temperature gradient that eventually disappears in few minutes. Thereafter, as the sample
is being poled, Na+ ions starts dissociating from the [BO4]- network units. The free charge
carrying Na+ ions then start moving away from the anode leaving behind a highly
resistive negatively charged cation depleted region beneath the anode. The number of
Na+ ions moving towards the cathode eventually declines once an internal electric field
(Ein) is built up in the depletion region. This Ein restricts further cation depletion thereby
resulting in a decay of current as time elapses. Fitting this IV data to the hopping
conduction model shown in Table 4-4 gives an ionic hopping distance of 50 nm, which is
a reasonable value for Na hopping in a silicate glass. The mobility (µ) of Na = 2.8*10-17
m2/V.s was obtained from the conductivity (σ) equation as follows,

! = qnµ (4.15)
Based on the above discussion it can be inferred that the electrical conduction in
alkali free boroaluminosilicate glasses at 350°C under an electric field of 2*107 V/m is
non-ohmic and ionic in nature. The non-ohmic behavior is induced due to the space
charge polarization.
A steady state region is reached when an equilibrium depletion layer is
established. The time required to reach this steady value is approximately five times the
time constant for dielectric relaxation RC [32,33]. The time constant is defined as the
time required for charging or discharging the parallel plate glass capacitor to 63.2% of
the difference between the initial value and final value. For Figure 4-12, the time constant
for reaching a steady state conduction regime can be calculated as below,
If, I0= Current maxima during charging the capacitor =1.98*10-8 Amps.
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Time required (RC) for charging the capacitor to 63.2% = time required to reach
Current (I) = I0 (1-1/e).
From Figure 4.13, I = 7.2*10-9 Amps, RC = 2600 seconds, therefore 5RC= 3.61
hours.
Thus, the time required to reach complete steady state DC conduction region in
current transient plots can be very high. Further this time increases with decreasing
temperatures and voltages for measurement, which made it experimentally challenging to
study current-voltage characteristics of these glass dielectrics. Consequently, ohmic
conduction was difficult to be observed in these glasses at high temperature due to space
charge polarization. However an ohmic region was observed for a 10 µm OA10G glass
exposed to 25°C under an electric field of 106 -107 V/m in agreement to our previous
discussion. Figure 4-13 shows the ohmic response, where the time required to reach
steady state current was about 15 minutes. Fitting this IV data to the hopping conduction
model shown in Table 4-4 gives an ionic hopping distance of 10nm and mobility (µ) of
6.03*10-17 m2/V.s, which are reasonable values for low field low temperature Na hopping
in silicate glasses. Based on the above discussion it can be inferred that the conduction
under electric fields of 107 V/m here is ohmic and ionic in nature. Upon comparing the
critical electric field for transition of conduction from the ohmic to non-ohmic region, it
was observed that the critical field is in the order of 107 V/m across many insulating
dielectrics such as high density polyethylene (HDPE), fused silica and the low alkali
glasses used for this study as shown in Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-12: Current time plot for 10 µm OA10G glass exposed to 350°C under an electric field of
2*107 V/m.

Figure 4-13: Ohmic conduction as seen in 10 mic OA10G exposed to 25°C under an electric field of
106 -107 V/m.
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Figure 4-14: Critical electric field for transition of ohmic to non-ohmic conduction in various
dielectrics.

4.5.2. HIGH FIELD TSDC
The high field TSDC measurement is summarized in Figure 4-15. It can be seen
that the polarity of the depolarization current at lower temperatures is opposite to that of
depolarization current at higher temperatures. Moreover, the lower temperature peak P1
with activation energy of 0.24 eV was not observed under relatively lower poling
voltages (V=700 V) shown in Figure 2-13, Chapter 2. Along with the low temperature
peak two high temperature peaks P2 and P3 were also observed in the temperature range
of 230°C and 380°C. The former has activation energy of 0.9 eV whereas the later has
activation energy of 1.14 eV. The relaxation peak that appears at P2 can be attributed to
Na+ ions whereas P3 can be attributed to Ba2+ ion relaxation in accordance with the
discussion made in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4-15: High field TSDC in 50 µm AF45 glass poled at 25°C under an electric field of 3*108
V/m showing evidence of electronic conduction (shaded area). Ramp rate used was 10 V/sec. The
peak current It for the electron relaxation current was used to fit the IV data to different electronic
conduction models. P1, P2 and P3 denote relaxation current due to electrons, Na+ and Ba2+ ions
respectively.

The appearance of the low temperature peak (P1 shaded in Figure 4-15) at high
electric fields (>2*108 V/m) can be explained in the following manner.
• It can be associated to a charged particle of polarity similar to that of Na+/Ba2+ ions,
such as holes moving in the opposite direction to that of the cations during the
depolarization process in agreement with the polarity of the depolarization current.
Hole injection is though unlikely due to the higher potential barrier at the anode as
briefly discussed in Section 4.3.
• Electron generation best explains the low temperature peak since the activation energy
of 0.24 eV has also been reported by other authors for electron transport in oxides [3335]. Electrons can either be generated in the bulk of the glass or may be injected at the
metal-glass interface and can be illustrated using Figure 4.6.
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o Electrons can be injected at the metal-insulator interface at the cathode and form
homocharges as schematically shown in Figure 4-6a. This scenario is unlikely
because the depolarization current due to the electrons in that case should have
had the same polarity of the depolarization current due to Na+/Ba2+ ions.
o Electrons can also be generated in the bulk of the glass through Poole-Frenkel
emission as schematically shown in Figure 4-6b. In this case the polarity of the
depolarization current would be opposite to that of Na+/Ba2+ ions. This scenario
best fits the experimental data.
Figure 4-15 also shows that ionic transport is possible even at lower temperatures
if the electric field exceeds 108 V/m. Significant reduction in the activation energy for
Ba2+ transport is also observed due to field-assisted lowering of potential barrier for
hopping conduction.
The peak TSD current (It) for electronic conduction was measured for various
polarization voltages and fitted in to the different conduction models discussed in Table
4-4. The current-voltage measurements thus made exhibited a linear relationship between
ln I vs. √E, indicating that the electronic conduction was due to Schottky or PooleFrenkel emission. Figure 4-16 shows an excellent fit of I-V data in to these models. The
slope of ln I vs. √E was used to calculate the β coefficient and the refractive index n. For
the Schottky model optical refractive index n was found to be 1.18 whereas for n was
equal to 2.37 for the Poole-Frenkel conduction model. The theoretical value of the optical
refractive index of the AF45 glass is however 1.52. Although the experimentally
measured value of n for Schottky emission is closer to the theoretical value than that
obtained by fitting in to Poole-Frenkel model, clearly the conduction is not electrode
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limited. Previously many authors [28,29,30, 36,s37,38,39,40,41] have observed that β
coefficient is compatible to Schottky effect than Poole- Frenkel effect. However, since
the conductivity is bulk controlled, they have used “anomalous” Poole-Frenkel effect to
explain functional dependence of current on voltage for SiO2 thin films at fields greater
than 108 V/m. Table 4-5 summarizes the refractive index reported in the literature which
is not in agreement with the theoretical value. Therefore as a general agreement an
alternative modified Poole-Frenkel equation has been used to explain bulk controlled
electronic conduction in silicate glasses. Fitting the IV data to the modified Poole-Frenkel
relation discussed in Section 4.2.2.2, a refractive index of 1.18 is obtained.

Figure 4-16: Fitting IV data obtained from high field TSDC (Figure 4.15) to Poole-Frenkel and
Schottky emission conduction model.
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Table 4-5: Calculation of refractive index n from Schottky and Poole-Frenkel emission models.

SiO2

Measured
n/Theoretical n for
Schottky
0.46

Measured
n/Theoretical n for
Poole-Frenkel
1.8

Hartman [41]

SiO

0.5

2

Stuart [26]

SiO

0.5

2

Current Study

AF45

0.78

1.56

Reference

Film Type

Jonscher [11]

The amount of electron participating in the high field conduction process was
measured for two electrode metals of different work functions, Pt (5.6 eV) and Ag (4.2
eV). The number of electrons participating in the conduction process was found to be
same for both electrode types as shown in Figure 4-17. Furthermore, the magnitude of
electronic charges participating in the high field conduction process was independent of
the polarity of the electrode as shown in Figure 4-18.
Altogether, the above measurements indicate that the electronic conduction under
high electric fields is bulk limited (Poole-Frenkel), since the amount of electronic charge
generated under high fields was independent of both electrode work function and
polarity. The low temperature electron conduction can occur from the tail states in to the
conduction band or from deeper energy levels in to the conduction band. The activation
energy of 0.2 eV and electron mobility of 56 cm2/V.s suggests that electron conduction is
most likely occurring from the trapped states in the tail bands into the conduction band.
Electron mobility is generally three orders of magnitude smaller (~10-2 cm2/V.s) in the
mobility gap [24]. In Chapter 3 we calculated that the average internal electric field in the
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depletion region for poling fields greater than 108 V/m is of the order of 3*109 V/m (E).
Assuming a electron mean free path of 3 nm (d) in silicate glasses, the kinetic energy
imparted to the electron is d*E=3nm*3*109 V/m = 3 eV. This energy is large enough to
cause electron injection from the trapped states in the mobility gap in to the conduction
band.

Figure 4-17: : High Field TSDC conducted on 50 µm AF45 glass poled at 25°C (a) 2.4*108 V/m (b)
3*108 V/m (c) 3.4*108 V/m and (d) 4*108 V/m. Two different electrodes Ag and Pt electrodes with
work function 4.3 eV and 5.7 eV respectively were used.
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Figure 4-18: High field TSDC showing injected electronic charge is independent of electrode polarity
and work function.

The IV data was also fitted in to Fowler Nordheim conduction model and hopping
conduction models. The former shown in Figure 4-19 does not provide a good fit ruling
out tunneling of electrons as a possible electronic conduction mechanism. Upon fitting
the IV data to the hopping conduction model provided in Table 4-4 we obtain a hopping
distance of 0.15 nm that is too low for electrons to hop. Therefore bulk controlled PooleFrenkel emission most appropriately explains the electronic conduction in low alkali
borosilicate glasses at electric fields greater than 108 V/m.
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Figure 4-19: Fitting IV data obtained from high field TSDC measurements to Fowler-Nordheim
Tunneling conduction model.
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4.6.CONCLUSIONS
The main concepts presented in this chapter are as follows:
•

Ohmic conduction in low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses was observed at
lower temperatures up to electric fields of 107 V/m. Conduction in this regime
was ionic in nature where ions (Na+) are transported by thermal excitation. NonOhmic conduction in these glasses was observed at room temperature and above
under electric fields greater than 107 V/m. This non-linearity in the IV
relationship was introduced due to space charge polarization induced by both
cationic and electronic charges.

•

The randomness and short-range order in the network of an amorphous glass
resulted in the distribution of electronic energy states in the forbidden energy gap
of the glass. This randomness was created due to change in orientation or twisting
of the Si-O-Si bond angles and torsion angles, missing atoms due to termination
of radicals at the surface, dangling O bond, relaxed OH bond, relaxed Si bonds or
dangling Si-O bond etc. Electrons present both in the trapped and donor states can
participate in electronic conduction under the influence of high electric fields.

•

Conduction in thin alkali free boroaluminosilicate glasses at room temperature
and electric fields above 108 V/m was both ionic and electronic in nature. The
electrons are generated in the glass through field assisted lowering of potential
barrier of trapped electrons in the bulk of the insulator, otherwise known as PooleFrenkel emission. The electronic conduction current was independent of electrode
type and polarity that further supports bulk limited conduction. Although the
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optical refractive index “n” obtained from Schottky constant βPF was closer to the
theoretical value than that obtained from βPF, Poole-Frenkel emission was
believed to be the current limiting mechanism. However a modified PooleFrenkel equation was used to explain the field dependence of the current and
provided a refractive index of 1.18. This value of “n” corresponded very well with
the theoretical refractive index 1.52.
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CHAPTER 5: ELECTRICAL

DEGRADATION

IN

LOW

ALKALI

BOROALUMINOSILICATE GLASSES

5.1.INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapters we analyzed the role of ionic and electronic charge
carriers in electrical conduction of low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses. These studies
were performed to identify factors causing electrical degradation in these glasses both
over short and long time scales. Electrical degradation over a shorter time scale has been
examined in the first section of this chapter using dielectric breakdown test. At the end of
the first section two models explaining possible breakdown mechanisms in the low alkali
glasses has been presented. In the second half of this chapter, highly accelerated lifetime
(HALT) tests have been used to study degradation over a relatively longer time scale.

5.2.DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN IN SOLIDS
Understanding dielectric breakdown in solids is of great importance for most
engineering applications since it has direct correlation with the material reliability under
high temperature and high voltage operating conditions. Figure 5-1 summarizes the
different modes of dielectric breakdown common in ceramics and polymers. Several
researchers have studied thermal and electrical breakdown in semiconductors and
insulators [1,2,3]. Additionally breakdown can be electromechanical and due to partial
discharge in polymers and ceramics respectively. Thermal and electrical breakdown are
of primary interests for this work due to the shorter time scales over which they are
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observed. The readers are directed to other references [1,2] for further study on dielectric
breakdown by electro-mechanical, electrical treeing or partial discharge. Electrical
breakdown in thin (<1 µm) fused silica has also been extensively studied and is mostly
reported to be intrinsic in nature [4,5]. A similar study on thicker multicomponent glass
was reported by Vermeer [6], where he attributed breakdown to be thermal and intrinsic
in nature for thicker and thinner glasses respectively. In spite of this investigation there is
still a large gap between the understanding of breakdown in single and multicomponent
silicate glasses. Therefore it is necessary to discuss possible breakdown scenarios in low
alkali multicomponent glasses, which is the objective of this chapter.

Figure 5-1: Various breakdown mechanisms in polymers and ceramics [1].

Murata [7] and Lee [8] have shown that the dielectric breakdown strength in low
alkali glasses significantly increases with decreasing glass thickness and follows a power
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law relationship of Eb α d-n as shown in Figure 5-2. Similar power law relationship
between dielectric breakdown strength and dielectric thickness has also been observed
and reported for ceramics and polymers [9,10,11,12]. The power exponent “n” roughly
equals 1 for thicker dielectrics whereas n=0.1 for thinner ones making a transition at
around 20 µm. This indicates dielectric breakdown field decreases rapidly with increasing
thickness above the critical thickness of 20 µm than above it indicating possible change
in breakdown mechanism. In the following sections we will discuss these possible
scenarios to explain breakdown in these low alkali glasses but before that the
characteristics of thermal and intrinsic breakdown is briefly discussed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-2: Thickness dependent dielectric breakdown field in (a) OA10G [7] and (b) AF45 glasses
[8]. n is the exponent for the power law relationship between glass thickness and breakdown strength.
The transition of the exponent n in both the glasses occurs around 20 µm.

5.2.1.THERMAL BREAKDOWN
Thermal breakdown in low alkali glasses is primarily due to ionic transport [3].
When voltage is applied across a glass dielectric, it activates ionic motion that causes
conduction and joule heating of the lattice. The heating along with the applied electric
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field further enhances ionic conduction leading to more joule heating and ionic current.
Eventually a local thermal runaway occurs, producing a low resistance path between the
electrodes. Breakdown takes place when the Joule heat generated due to charge carrier
transport creates an unstable condition in which the heat generated exceeds that
dissipated. The chances of thermal breakdown are therefore high in a glass containing
mobile cations as well as in thicker glasses. In thinner glasses the heat generated gets
dissipated easily as compared to that in a thicker glass. Consequently thickness and ramp
rate dependence of breakdown strength is characteristic of thermal breakdown.
5.2.2.ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN
High electric field lowers the potential barrier for electronic conduction in the
direction of applied field. Upon increasing the applied field on the dielectric an electron
may gain enough kinetic energy to leave the valence band or trapped states and enter the
conduction band. The high energy electrons knock more electrons from their equilibrium
position thereby populating the conduction band. The excess of electrons thus generated
by collision and multiplication may cause an avalanche effect creating a conduction path
for dielectric breakdown. Intrinsic breakdown occurs over a very short timescale and at
lower temperatures and is independent of ramp rate, temperature, dielectric thickness,
ionic content and electrode material. It is of importance to acknowledge here that space
charge formation due to thermoelectric poling results in an internal electric field,
distorting the field distribution of the sample being poled. Although ion transport is
involved in generating the internal field, breakdown is still largely intrinsic in nature.
Table 5-1 below summarizes the characteristics of intrinsic and thermal breakdown.
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Table 5-1: Characteristics of intrinsic and thermal breakdown.

Characteristic

Intrinsic Breakdown

Thermal Breakdown

Temperature

Independent

Dependent

Thickness

Independent

Dependent

Ramp Rate

Independent

Dependent

Ionic Content

Independent

Dependent

5.2.3.MECHANISM OF BREAKDOWN IN LOW ALKALI BOROALUMINOSILICATE GLASSES
Based on the discussions made above and in Chapter 4, two models have been
used to explain the mechanism of dielectric breakdown in multicomponent glasses.
For thicker glasses (>20 µm) the time required for dielectric breakdown is usually
higher than that for thinner (<20 µm) ones since the former breaks down at higher
voltages than the latter for the same voltage rise time. Consequently, the depletion layer
achieved just before the breakdown event is larger for thicker than thinner glasses.
However, for the same electric field the amount of ionic charges participating in the
polarization is much higher for thinner glasses than thicker ones. This is shown in Figure
5-3. The values in this table are obtained from high field TSDC measurements described
in Chapter 3, Section 4.4. Table 5-2 shows that the electric field in the depletion layer
rises much more quickly to breakdown values for 16 µm AF45 glass than for 50 µm
glass. Once the depletion layer is established, the high electric field will cause electron
generation through Poole-Frenkel emission.
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For thicker glasses, this electron transport will result in high current densities that
may result in local oxide heating. The local heating and high electronic current in the
depletion layer will further activate ionic motion in the bulk of the glass. Eventually a
local runaway can occur, producing a low resistance path between the electrodes.
Breakdown takes place when the Joule heat generated due to Na+ and Ba2+ transport
creates an unstable condition in which the heat generated exceeds that dissipated.
Therefore the breakdown in thicker glasses is a combination of thermal and intrinsic type
as shown in Figure 5-4 (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-3: High voltage TSDC results for (a) 50 µm AF45 glass poled at 4*108 V/m and (b) 16 µm
AF45 glass poled at 3.8*108 V/m. Both samples were poled at 25°C at a voltage rise time of 10 V/s
and TSDC measurements were conducted at 8 deg/min. The insets in each figure show the electron
depolarization peak. The high temperature peak corresponds to ionic relaxation of Ba2+ ions. The
depolarization charge density Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 for each peak is tabulated in Table 5-2.
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Table 5-2: Comparison of high field ionic and electronic conduction in 50 µm and 16 µm thick AF45
glass. The values in this table are derived from TSDC measurements shown in Figure 5.3.

Poling
Field
(108
V/m)

Voltage
Rise
Time
(V/s)

Poling
Time (s)

Electron
charge
density
(Col/m2)

Ionic
Charge
Density
(Col/m2)

Depletion
Layer
thickness
(µm)

Electric
Field in
Depletion
Layer
(109 V/m)

0.09 (Q2)

6.25

1.6

1.6 (Q4)

2.14

2.8

6*10-3
50 µm

4

10

2000
(Q1)
9.74*10-3

16 µm

3.8

10

600
(Q3)

For thinner glass the time to breakdown is shorter and therefore depletion region
is much thinner. The internal electric field in the depletion region reaches breakdown
values quicker than for thicker glasses. Along with electron generation through PooleFrenkel emission in the depletion layer, electron injection from the cathode occurs
simultaneously. Due to the shorter distance over which electrons have to travel for
thinner glasses, formation of a weak link between the anode and the cathode can
potentially cause dielectric breakdown. Due to the small time over which this breakdown
occurs ionic conduction and thus joule heating will have negligible effect on the
breakdown in thinner glasses. Therefore the breakdown in thinner glasses is primarily of
electrical type as shown in Figure 5-4 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-4: Schematic of possible breakdown mechanism in thicker (a) and thinner (b) glass
dielectrics. A and C denotes the anode and cathode sides respectively. The red dotted line shown in (b)
is the weak link between the anode and the cathode through which breakdown may proceed.

5.3.HALT MEASUREMENT
Highly accelerated life test (HALT) measurements have been consistently used in
the past as a means to predict the long-term reliability of devices in a short experimental
time. As shown in Figure 5.1, the electric field values are generally lower for dielectric
degradation than for dielectric breakdown. In a HALT test, devices are exposed to severe
tests conditions such as temperature, voltage, humidity etc. These tests not only predict
the mean time to failure (MTTF) of a device but also help in identifying failure
mechanisms. The MTTF (t) for a device at a voltage (V) and temperature (T) is given as,

t1 V2 N
E 1 1
= ( ) exp[ s ( ! )]
t2
V1
k T1 T2

(5.1)

where, Es is a pseudo-activation energy, N is the voltage acceleration factor, and k
is the Boltzmann constant [13]. 1 and 2 represents the different test conditions. By
studying the characteristics of current under accelerated conditions and the time to failure
the nature of failure can be categorized as extrinsic or intrinsic. For instance Rawal and
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Chan [14] investigated the failure mechanisms in multi-layer ceramic capacitors by
HALT testing. They reported that failure in these capacitors was extrinsic in nature when
porosity, delamination or cracks in the material lead to avalanche breakdown. These
failures were generally observed at higher voltages. On the other hand failure is termed
intrinsic if it dependent on the sample dislocation density, grain boundaries etc. These
failures were observed at higher temperatures. Therefore in order to evaluate the
reliability of new materials being developed for electronic devices, it is imperative to
conduct HALT measurements on them.
Extensive HALT testing of MLCCs and fitting the reliability data to Equation 5.1
has revealed voltage acceleration factors (1.5<N<7) and activation energies (1.3 eV < Es<
1.5 eV) [15]. The activation energy values are consistent with oxygen vacancy migration
in titanates, which is limited across grain boundaries [16]. TSDC has been used to
quantify activation energies of oxygen vacancy migration in barium titanate ceramics
[17]. A similar approach has been applied in this thesis to estimate glass degradation due
to alkali migration.
5.3.1.EXPERIMENTAL
Samples of 20 µm thick OA10G glass with sputtered Pt electrodes (area =
0.785 cm2) were used for the HALT studies. Twelve of such samples were placed in the
sample holder of the HALT furnace shown in Figure 5-5. The chamber (model
number???) with the samples were exposed to a temperature of 450°C and electric field
of 5*107 V/m uninterruptedly for more than thirty days. The voltage to the samples was
supplied using a Trek amplifier (model number 2220) and an Agilent Pico-ammeter (HP
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4140 pA meter) was used to record the current from individual sample positions. Two
separate HALT measurements were conducted on similar samples as described above but
the tests were interrupted after two hours in one case and after four days in another. The
samples were quenched from 450°C to room temperature under the electric field of 5*107
V/m in order to form an electret. The polarization induced in the samples due to this
thermoelectric treatment was then studied through TSDC measurements [for more details
see Chapter 2] for samples poled for two hours, four days and thirty days.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-5: (a) HALT furnace showing multiple sample stages and contact probes. (b) Schematic
representation of the HALT measurement set up. DMM= Digital Multimeter, DUT = Device Under
Test.

5.3.2. HALT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 5-6 shows a representative current vs. time plot obtained from the
HALT measurement. The initial sharp decay in the current occurs due to the
establishment of high internal electric field in the cation-depleted region, which limits the
number of cations moving away from the anode. With time the leakage current remained
constant without showing any signs of failure (sudden rise of current). Upon visual
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examination of the sample surface after the tests the glass surface did not show any
evidence of cracking or localized failure suggesting that these are very reliable dielectrics
at these temperatures and electric field.

Figure 5-6: Current vs. time plot obtained from HALT measurements of 20 µm OA10G exposed to
450°C and 5*107 V/m. The insets show the TSDC plot for samples tested for various periods of time.
Ramp rate used for heating was 8 Deg/Min.

TSDC measurement verifies that the conduction in the sample is ionic in nature.
The depolarization current obtained for samples tested for two hours, four days and thirty
days were similar in magnitude suggesting no polarization occurs after a steady state
depletion layer is established after few hours of poling. The depolarization current peak
was observed close to 360°C for all three samples and this can be attributed to the
relaxation of Ca2+ ions in the OA10G glass as discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.4.2.2.
Under the above poling conditions the Ca2+ ions move away from the anode establishing
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a highly resistive depletion region with a charge distribution gradient discussed in
Chapter 2 Section 3.3. The net charge density responsible for the depolarization current
was obtained by integrating the area under the TSDC peak. Poisson’s equation was then
used to measure the internal electric field drop in the depletion layer as shown below.
From TSDC measurements ρ = (Area under depolarization peak)/ Area of sample
= 8*10-8 Col/7.85*10-5 m2
= 1.02*10-3 Col/m2
Considering a TSDC efficiency of 5%, permittivity of OA10G is 5.6, the field drop can
be calculated using Equation 3.12, which provides,
Eint = 3.9 *108 V/m
Since the area under the depolarization peak is almost identical for all three
samples, the magnitude of Eint in the depletion layer remains the same. This field is low
enough to cause electronic breakdown and is high enough to restrict any further ionic
transport (once a steady state depletion layer is reached) across it thereby limiting
electrical conduction and delaying electrical failure in the sample. These measurements
were used to estimate lifetime for these devices using Equation 5.1 and is shown in
Figure 5.7. The lifetime of the capacitive device at 450°C and 1000V is estimated to be
over 30 days. For the temperature periods of 150°C-400°C an Es of 0.93 eV
(corresponding to Na ions) has been used whereas, an Es of 3.5 eV (corresponding to Ca
ions) has been used for the temperature periods of 450°C-550°C. This difference in the
activation energies clearly shows as a change in slope in Figure 5.7. Thus, the lifetime of
the devices significantly reduces at higher temperatures above 450°C due to the ionic
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contribution from the divalent cations in the glass. A voltage acceleration factor (N) of 2
was used for the lifetime prediction.

Figure 5-7: Predicted capacitor life for glass capacitors (20 µm OA10G) based on HALT
measurements conducted at 450°C and 1000V.
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5.4.CONCLUSION
Electrical degradation in low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses was studied over
both short and long time scales based on which the following conclusions can be made.
•

Electrical degradation in low alkali glasses over shorter time scales was both thermal
and electrical in nature. Dielectric breakdown in thin (<20 µm) glasses was more
intrinsic in nature whereas breakdown was a combination of thermal and intrinsic
behavior in glass dielectrics thicker than 20 µm. For both cases cation transport from
under the anode resulted in the formation of a highly resistive depletion layer with
internal electric fields approaching 109 V/m. Under such high internal electric fields
electrons are generated through Poole-Frenkel emission. Upon further increasing the
applied voltage;
o The increasing electronic conduction in the depletion layer can induce higher
ionic conduction and joule heating in the bulk. This results in thermal breakdown
in case of thicker glasses when an unstable condition is reached in which the heat
generated exceeds that dissipated.
o For thinner glasses breakdown due to Joule heating is minimized as ionic
transport is limited during the shorter period of time over which breakdown
occurs. Also Joule heating caused if any gets conducted away quickly than as
compared to thicker glasses. Instead the electrons gain near ionization energies
eventually creating a conduction path causing the oxide to breakdown.
• The primary objective for conducting HALT test was to measure the MTTF and
investigate failure mechanisms in order to improve the reliability of the devices made
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of glass dielectrics. However, no signs of degradation were observed. The current was
stable in the DC leakage regime up to thirty days, which was the maximum
observation period. The TSDC measurements confirm that no further polarization due
to ionic motion occurs after a steady state depletion region is established. The
depletion layer thickness and internal electric field were independent of HALT test
duration. The HALT measurements estimated extensive device lifetime for various
sets of temperature and electric fields. On the whole low alkali glasses displayed
stable electrical properties without any degradation at high temperatures and electric
field that makes them promising candidates for high temperature electronic
applications.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1.CONCLUSIONS
The motivation of this research was to gain an insight in to the dynamics of space
charge

polarization

induced

during

thermoelectric

poling

of

low

alkali

boroaluminosilicate glasses and to identify mechanisms causing leakage current,
which is a precursor to dielectric breakdown and degradation. There is a dearth of
knowledge and bibliographical data on high field electronic conduction and transport
properties of alkaline earth ions in borosilicate glasses. With the aid of experimental
tools such as thermoelectric poling, thermally stimulated depolarization current
(TSDC), impedance spectroscopy and second harmonic generation microscopy
(SHGM) this research addressed such issues. The high-quality glass samples
withstood exceptionally high electric fields, which helped in understanding the
nature of conduction under different temperature and electric field conditions. On the
basis of the systematic study conducted in this work the following conclusions can
be made.

1. Thermoelectric poling proved to be an advantageous technique to study ionic and
electronic transport in silicate glasses. It resulted in significant change in glass
network structure especially below the anode due to the migration of alkali and
alkaline earth cations away from the positive electrode. The cation-depleted layer
thus formed below the anode consisted of immobile negative ions such as [AlO4]and [BO4]-, substantially increasing the resistance of this region. Due to the blocking
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nature of the electrodes the negatively charged [AlO4]- and [BO4]- ions are not
compensated resulting in a space charge formation in the glass near the anode. The
formation of space charge polarization was supported by both TSDC and AC
conductivity measurements. In case of TSDC measurements the magnitude and
temperature of current maxima increased with increasing ramp rates suggesting
polarization is due to space charge formation. Furthermore, AC conductivity plots
also showed a low frequency relaxation peak indicating space charge polarization.

2. The characteristic of the depletion region depends highly on extrinsic parameters
such as electric field, temperature, time and atmosphere of poling and intrinsic
parameters such as composition and method of preparation of the glass. In general
depletion layer thickness in glass increases with increasing field, temperature and
time of poling only to an extent to support an internal electric field close to the
breakdown values. Poisson’s equation governs the charge carrier distribution and
thus the internal electric field across the depletion layer. Only a fraction of alkali and
alkaline earth ions beneath the anode participate in the depletion layer formation so
that the internal electric field does not exceed the dielectric breakdown strength. The
magnitude of the internal field was determined from SHGM and impedance
spectroscopy, both of which provided a comparable value. During poling Na+ ions
migrate away from the anode and gets distributed in the bulk of the glass whereas
the Ba2+ ions pile up at a certain distance from the anode. Due to the lower alkali
content of the glass, the transport of alkaline earth ions significantly contributes to
ionic conduction and is primarily responsible for the high internal electric fields at
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higher temperatures. Both TSDC and IS techniques were successfully used to study
activation energies for alkali and alkaline earth ion transport in glasses. The former
due to its smaller size exhibited lower activation energy than the latter. Mixed
alkaline earth effect was observed in multi-alkaline earth containing glass (OA10G)
that resulted in higher activation energy for ionic conduction.

3. Ohmic conduction in low alkali boroaluminosilicate glasses is observed at room
temperature up to electric fields of 107 V/m. Conduction in this regime is ionic in
nature where ions move by thermal excitation. Non-ohmic conduction is observed
for electric fields greater than 107 V/m both at room temperature and above. Nonohmic conduction occurs due to space charge polarization induced by ionic or
electronic charge carriers. Conduction in these glasses at temperatures above 200°C
and poling fields 107 V/m is generally ionic in nature. This ionic conduction occurs
due to field assisted lowering of potential barrier for ionic hopping from one site to
another. Hopping activation energy decreased with increasing poling electric field
and temperature. No evidence of conduction due to protons or oxygen was obtained
through these measurements.

4. Electrical conduction in glass is directly influenced by its electronic defect
structure. Conduction in thin alkali free boroaluminosilicate glasses at room
temperature and electric fields above 108 V/m is both ionic and electronic in nature.
Significant amount of ionic transport occurs under such high fields that cause field
drops in the order of 109 V/m. Subsequently electrons are generated in the bulk of
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the glass through field assisted lowering of potential barrier of trapped electrons in
the bulk of the insulator. This is known as Poole-Frenkel emission. The amount of
charge injection is independent of electrode type and its polarity that further supports
bulk limited conduction. A modified Poole-Frenkel equation was used to fit the data
and the refractive index thus obtained was 1.18, which corresponds very well with
the theoretical refractive index 1.52.

6.2.FUTURE WORK
Though we were successful in identifying different conduction mechanisms in low
alkali glasses, much work stills needs to be done particularly in the area of identifying
glass defect structure and electronic defects induced in the glass network during
thermoelectric poling. The concepts presented below may help in accomplishing this
goal.
1. Chapter 4 discussed the electronic defect states in a glass dielectric, which may be
introduced during the manufacturing process or during the thermoelectric poling
process. These defects could be free ionic radicals, missing bonds on a network unit
etc. Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) spectroscopy can be used to identify the true
nature of these defects. Since electrons from these defect sites predominantly
participate in the dielectric breakdown process, identifying the true nature of these
electronic defects may help in delaying electrical failure in these dielectrics.
Moreover the intrinsic breakdown strength of most silicate glasses irrespective of
alkali content is of similar magnitude. This is indicative of the fact that most of the
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electronic defect states in these glasses could be similar. An ESR study will further
assist in validating this finding. Moreover, change in coordination of the network
forming cations (B4+ and Al4+) during the polarization process can be studied using
Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectroscopy (NMR). From the current study we learned that thermoelectric poling
significantly alters the structure and properties of the glass surface. Some
applications such as chemical strengthening of glass make use of surface properties
of glasses. Therefore it is believed that further understanding of the structure of glass
in the depletion region can help in exploiting some advanced applications of these
low alkali glasses.

2. Ellipsometery can be a useful tool to study the band gap of the low alkali glasses.
This may be particularly helpful in estimating the critical electric field where
conduction transitions from an electrode-limited phenomenon to a bulk-limited
phenomenon. Also it is worth investigating if engineering the band gap of these
glasses can further increase its breakdown strength and therefore energy densities.

3. The profile of electric field distribution in the depletion layer estimated from
Poisson’s equation was validated using second harmonic generation microscopy.
Ionic transport during thermoelectric poling can also be modeled for more accurate
determination of electric field using Poisson’s equation. Additionally a refractive
index mapping of the depletion layer can be generated using an ellipsometer. Since
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alkaline earth ions are the primary charge carriers in these low alkali glasses at high
temperatures, it should result in measurable change in the optical refractive index.

4. Although conduction due to protons and oxygen were not observed in this study,
careful secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements can be conducted to
study change in oxygen concentration in the poled surface. Both SHGM and
Poisson’s equation modeling showed that the electric field

just below the anode

was constant due to zero net charge carrier density. It is possible that in this region
the 2[AlO4]- relax by reverting back to Al2O3 network unit and liberate an oxygen
molecule and two electrons. A SIMS measurement would shed more light in to the
compositional changes few microns below the anode.

5. Other researchers have demonstrated that coating the low alkali glass with a
polymer can significantly increase the breakdown strength of the composite [1,2,3].
Both impedance spectroscopy and non-linear optics can be used to understand the
nature of polarization in a glass-polymer composite when exposed to thermo-electric
poling conditions. Glass-polymer composites are of particular interest for electronic
display applications and this study will certainly be helpful in exploiting some
advanced applications of these low alkali glasses.
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APPENDIX A

Area under TSDC peak for Na (Q1) = 6.38 *10-8 Coulombs.
Total number of Na+ ions participating in polarization (N1) = Area under TSDC/
electronic charge = 3.98*1011
Number density of Na+ ions in AF45 glass (n1 per m3) = 9.4*1024
Area of the sample (A in m2) = 7.85*10-5
Depletion layer thickness assuming 100% of Na below the anode participate in
conduction (d1 in m) = N1/A*n1 = 5.4*10-10
Therefore, electric field drop across the depletion layer (Eint in V/m) = Poling voltage/d1
Eint = 700 V/5.4*10-10 m = 1.3*1013 V/m
But, actual Eint obtained from SHG and IS measurements = 4*108 V/m and depletion
layer d2= 1.3 µm
Poisson’s equation is given as,

(

dE
!
)=
dx " 0"r

E=

!

! " " dx
0 r

Considering, εr = 6.2
Actual Charge density (ρ) = 1.68*104 Col/m3
Real number of Na+ ions participating in the process (N2) = ρ* d2*A/e = 1.07*1013
Therefore, Efficiency of TSDC process = N1*100/N2 = 3.71%.
Total number of Na ions in 1.3 µm of AF45 (N3) = 1.3*10-6*A*n1= 9.5*1014
Percentage of Na below anode participating in conduction = N2*100/N3= 1.12%.
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APPENDIX B

ρnet = c+dx
For AF45 glass, we can assume the following boundary conditions,
At x=x1=0, ρnet = 0 (therefore c=0) and At x=d, ρnet = ρmax
From TSDC ρmax = 1.68*104 Col/m3 and from impedance spectroscopy d=1.3 µm
Therefore, ρnet = 1.3*1010 x Col/m3, Consequently, E = 1.17*1020 x2 + f (εr = 6.2)
Putting boundary conditions, E=0 at x=0, f=0, Therefore, E = 1.17*1020 x2
For x = 1.3 µm, E = 2*108 V/m
For the Pyrex glass, ρmax = 1.1*105 Col/m3 (see figure B below), εr =4.7
Therefore, E=8*108 V/m

Figure: Concentration depth profiles of H, Na and Ca beneath the anode of soda-lime glasses poled at
1.7 MV/m at 150°C. Lepienski et. al, Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids, 159 (1993) 204-212.
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APPENDIX C
Additional images for SHG measurements for poling conditions listed below.
(A) Pt Electrode, 50 µm AF45, RT Poling at 22 KV,10v/s, d = 6.8 µm, E = 3.23*109
V/m, Applied Field = 440 MV/m.
(B) Pt Electrode, 50 µm AF45 RT Poling at 15 KV,10v/s, d = 4 µm, E = 3.75*109 V/m,
Applied Field = 300 MV/m.
(C) Pt Electrode, 50 µm AF45 RT Poling at 10 KV,10v/s, d =7 µm, E = 1.13–2.27*109
V/m, Applied Field = 200 MV/m.
(D) Pt Electrode, 50 µm AF45, 485°C Poling at 1.8 KV, d = 6 µm, E = 3 *108 V/m,
Applied Field = 36 MV/m.
(E) Pt Electrode, 50 µm AF45 485C Poling at 1 KV, d = 3 µm, E = 3.3 *108 V/m,
Applied field =20 MV/m.
(F) Al Electrode, 50 µm AF45 RT Poling at 20 KV,10 v/s, d =6.8 µm, E = 2.94*109 V/m,
Applied Field = 400 MV/m.
(G) Al Electrode, 50 µm AF45 RT Poling at 15 KV,10v/s, d = 4 µm, E = 3.75*109 V/m,
Applied Field = 300 MV/m.
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